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A bstract

Public programming is a fun-

perfmed by archives in order to create

awareness of archives wilhin society as well as to promote their use and educate
their sponsors and usen in how to use them. The Hudson's Bay Company
Archives (HBCA), established in the 1920s. developed a public programming
function wer the course of the tuventbai century. Initially, the archives foaised on the
creation of çocietal awareness of the Hudson's Bay Company (HBC) through
participation in company public relations campaigns. However. the archives was also
interested in promoting awareness and use of its records to çaiolars in a limited way.
The HBCA did so primarily by successfully lobbying the company to ease

restrictions on access b its holdings and through publication initiatives such as the
Hudson's Bay Record Society (1938-1983). tours and exhibitions. In the latter part

ofthetwentieth centuiy the HBCA expanded its definition of the user to include a
larger part of the population. Societal awareness of the HBC remained an important
wmpany goal. but societal awareness of the archives as a research œntre and

education of the user took on new importance. Today, public programs at the
HBCA are influenced by computerized techndogy and relations with parallel

institutions. They are seen as ways to help maintain societal awareness of the
archives and further the education of users. HBCA public programming has begun
to employ ccmputer techrilogy and involve other institutions such as the Manitoba
Museum of Man and Nature. The HBCA has smceeded in creating a strong profile
within soccety as a research œntre. This success has resutted in sharp imeases in the
number of users of the archives. HBCA public programming can respond best to
this by focusing more on user education. especially through programs âesigned to
improve use of the archives by providing richer descriptions of archival documents in
the reading room or via the Web.
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The Board appreciates that the company's Archives comprise a
collecbon d doaiments whiai should pro- of absorbing interest
to students of Canadian history and osiers. and it is hcped in the
mt tao d'&tantMure to gant f a c i l i ï for re~8arch.In this connecüon
a Gemral Summary of classes will be proposed for assistance of
studerlts....'
The history of the Hudson's Bay Company (HBC) is intertwined with the

story of much of earty Canada. Therefore, the Hudson's Bay Company Archives
(HBCA) is one of the primary sources of records for the study of the development

of Canada2The study of the evolution of the HBCA's public prograrnming through
activities such as publications. tours, exhibitions and, more recently, the Web.
demonstrates how the archives establishes links with prufessional and amateur
researchers. Through these programs, arch~stshave, at various points. stresed
the need to create awarenesç, image. use and education. It is the purpose of this
thesis to document the evolution of the HBCA's public programmingfunction, and in
turn show how archives have connected users with archival records.
Today, public programming is practiced by the majorrty of archives; however,
it has not aiways heid a significant position on the archival agenda. In fact, public
programming is regarded as a development of the twentieth œntury unlike other
archival functions. Public programming has alço engendered much discussion among
archivists as to how it should be approached. Some archival educators believe that
users should be studied to tailor public programs to researchers' interest? Other
archivists assert that public programming should be guided by the record. Archives
should provide public programs that inform users about archival holdings that reflect

society as a whole.
' HBCN PAM RG 2/721 11 Canadian Committee Correspondence, 15 Nov 1919- 27 July 1962.
This quotation is taken from an enclosure that was included as a part of a memorandum addressed
to the Canadian Committee from the HEC Secretary in London, 2 August 1933. The Canadian
Committee represented the Hudson's Bay Company in Canada.
Alex Ross and Anne Morton, 'The Hudson's Bay Company and its Archives,"Business Arc51 (1985): 17-39.
Elsie T. Freeman, "In the Eye of the Beholder: Archives Administration from the User's Point of
View," Arnemn Archivia 47 (2) (Spring 1984): 1 13
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The discussion sunounding the approach to piMic prograrnmingand the

history of the fundon provides the badtdrop and contextual framework for the çtudy
of the âevelopment of HBCA public programming. Prior to 1900, most archival
iftstihioonswere ocapied with the task d amassing doaiments and facilitaong their
arrangement and description. Making records amilable to the researcher and
encouraging use was not a primary concem. Howew, the dawning of the twentieth
cenhiry brought with it an expansion of what archivists consider their functional

responsibilities to indude public programming. In examining the histofy of the public
programming funcüon in archives it is dear that there is m e disagreement among
archivists as to when public programming became an estabfished function.
Canadian archMsts Gabrielle Blais and David Enns argue that 1 is anly within
the last thirty years that archivists have begun to consider "the realm d the user as an
important area d archival inquiry." The National ArchiMst of Canada lan Wilson gives
early arch~stsmore credit and argues that public programming was indeed a
concem. Wilson asserts that Canadian archival pioneers. Douglas Brymner and
Arthur Doughty, were not only interested in arranging and describing the record, but

also creating awareness and promoting its uses5Arthur Doughty endeavored to
create an awareness and image of the then Public Archives of Canada (PAC)'
through his trips throughout Canada and overseas. the estabiishment of a connection
to the histortcal wmmunity and the development of public programs such as the
publiation of archival documents. In addition, exhibits were mounted as a way to
promote the archives.'
The discussion in archival literature regarding public programrning outlines

many concepts and ideas about the development of the fundion within archives as a
whole. The evolution of HBCA public programming has some parallels with the
* Gabrielle Biais and David Enns, "From Paper Archives to People Archives: Public Programming
in the Management of Archives,"mhivarm31 (Winter 1990-91): 101.
Douglas Blymner was the tirs national archivist of Canada. Brymner was succeeded in 1902 by
Arthur Doughty.
'The Public Archives of Canada is now referred to as the National Archives of Canada.
' lan Wilson, "Shorttand Doughty: The Cultural Fiole of the Public Archives of Canada, 19041935,"The C
m Ar-2
(4) (1973):16.

findings d archival xhObrs who have çtuded oie histay ofthe function and

embraœs some of the concepts and approaches reiated to public programming.
The HBCA grew out of an initiative by the HBC to say something about its history

on the occasion of its 250th annhemqt in 1920. Under historian and jownaiist Sir
William Saiooling. the records of the HEC were organized for the purpose of writing

a brochure on the company's history. As a r e m of Schooling's request. the HBCA
began to take shape. The obpctive of the brochure was to create societal
awareness of the company's iflwtrious past and bring attention to the HBC as a
commercial enMy.
After the completion of the brochure, Schooling lobbied the HBC Govemor

to acquire the commission to write a more in-depth company history. Schooling won
the commission. but failed to meet the HBC's deadline for the project. In reports to
senior HBC officiais, Schooling indicated that he was overwhelrned by the volume
of documentation. Despite his inability to cornpiete the project. Schling became
an advocate for the archives and helped to iniüate the establishment of the HBCA.
A company staff member. R.H.G. Leveson Gower. who had worked with

Schooling. became the first archivist of the Hudson's Bay Companyl
Establishing an archives in the 1920s. the HBC demonstrated that it was a
corporation ahead of its time. ln the early part of the twentieth œntwy, businesses
had litüe interest in archives. Non-mrporatearchives also dismissed the importance
of collecting business records.' Historians were not much interestedeither. largely

because few corporations allowed outsiders to examine their records. However. the
celebration of the 250th anniversary of the HBC demonstrated to tbe company that
the archives not only had legal and financial importance, but historiml value. As a
resutt, the company began to utilize its records in public relations initiatives and came
to understand the acadernic cornmunity's interest in the records.
* Deidre Simmons, ' 'Custodiansof a Great Inheritance'": An Account of the Making of the
Hudson's ;Bay Company Archives, 1920- 1974" (MA thesis, Universty of Manitoba/ University of
Winnipeg, 1994): 26-30.
Christopher Hives, "History, Business Records and Carporate Archives in North America,"
A r c h i v a 22 (Summer 1986) : 40.

In the beginning. the HBC was hesitant to give outsiders direct acceçs to the

archives. Still the archives was seen to be important; therefore. it was eventually
established as a fornial department of the company in 1932. HBC archivist Gower

catalogued and indexed the records, and coordinated the transfer of inactive
documents from Canada to improve the intemal use of company documents. In
addition, the HBC did not ignore the historical communities' interest and supporteci
the publication of selected doaiments as way of facilitating access and creating
awareness.
Despite the company's best efforts to have the archives published. many of
its early initiatives failed. The failure prompted Gower to lobby the HBC for a more
lenient access policy to allow researchers a more direct link with the archives. in 1931.
Gower convinced senior company officiais to make records prior to 1870 "available
for inspection by students of history and others...."'O

While the HBC granted a

modiwrn of access to the archives. it had very specific ideas about what constituted
a student. The HBC deemed al1 "students" to be researchers with academic
credenüals." In addition, the company was willing to provide members ofthe social
elite access to the archives. Thus. in the beginning public programming initiatives.
such as tours, exhibitions and publications. were designed to create awareness and
promote use among a small portion of society. These programs did attract users to
the HBCA, and while the archives welcomed academic researchers it was pnmarily
the xhohrs responsibility to learn about the record. This attitude prevailedfrom the
1930s to the latter part of the 1950s.
The Hudson's Bay Record Society (HBRS) volumes are an example of

how the archives (and the company). initially, reaaied out to "studentç." The society,

established in 1938, was set up to publish archival documents. In the form of a
bound volume. subsaibers to the society reœived transcribed documents, such as

the Joumals of Peter Fidier, along with an introduction provided by a historian and
footnotes contributed by an HBCA archivist. Subscribers consisted of historians.
'O

HBCA/ PAM A.1/ f 69, fo. 254, 12 May 1931.

'' HBCAI PAM Search file: "The Hudson's Bay Company Archives."

The ~ u d x m k
Bay Record Society, like many 0 t h eady
~
public

programming initiatives, hdped to mate awareness amocrg the historical community.
However. HBCA public programming often competed with or was overshadowad
by the public relations actMties of the company. Tension between company public
relations and the archives' public programming was particularly evident during the
ernployment of Douglas MacKay. MacKay was hired in 1933 by the Hudson's Bay
Company to lead public relations activities, oversee the care of HBC records and
edit The m v e r in CanadaT2In a memo M e n by MacKay it is evident that the

archives was to play a role in the promotion of the HBC. MacKay wfites:
Scarœîy a day passes without at least one inquiiy relating to
Western history. As many as possible are dealt with locally
and the balance are referred to London and aie material
received from the Archives in reply to those thosenqurie
i s is
always in excellent form. The whole subject of keeping
alive historical matter in the Company's intwests is a very
large one and reaches through al1public relations effortsfrom
the Beaver to Motion Pictures, and even designing of packages
and labels.l3
During the existence of the Hudson's Bay Record Society, a policy was in
place stipulating that rnaterial used by the society could not be used by The Reaver
magazine to answer inquiries. ûespite the preferential treatrnent reœived by the
HBRS, The Re-

magazine found a place wiaiin the promotional strategy of the

company, as the HBRS had for the archives. Dunng the tenure of MacKay, the
foundation of The Beaver's role as one of Canada's most popuiar historical
magazines was laid. MacKay increased the magazine's circulation and changed its
composition to make it availabie to a wider audience.'' Over time, The Re-

has

l 2 Deidre Simmons, " 'Custodians of a Great Inheritance': An Account of the Making of the
Hudson's Bay Company Archives, 1920-1974.": 68-69.Thewwas originally established by
the HBC as means to mmmunicate with its staff in various parts of Canada. Today, it is well
established popular history publication.
l 3 HBCAI PAM A.102/ 1813 Public Relations July 1932-January t 938, Departmental
Memorandum from Douglas MacKay, 24 October 1933:5.
" lbid
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becorne a great promoter of Canadian history, creating awareness of pnmary
documents through hisnarical miling.

As time pas-

the tension between company public relations and HBCA

public programming diminished. To some degree aie company continues to use
historical references in its public relations; however, the HBCA public programming
has emerged from aie shadows to connect more directîy wiai the user. As a resuit

aie archives conducteci many public programs, sudi as tours and exhibitions, in
In the latter ha#of the hiventieth cenhiry the
order to enhance its profile within
HBCA reassessed its conception of public programming and the archival user. By

1957, the archives actively enaiuraged usen to corne to the archives in London or
examine the records on microfilm at the Public Archives of Canada. In addition,
visitors to the archives were offered an expanded tour and exhibition program. In

the 1960s. further evidence of the archiveç evolving public programming fundon is
founâ in a more fomal definition of the role of the archives' staff. For instance, the
position of assistant archivist put more emphasis on access, relations with the user
and the preparation of finding aids as well as the organization of exhibits and other

smaller displays.l5
The first forty years of the HBCA's existence were important to the
development of the archives' public programming function; however, the 1970s ais0
proved to be as signifimt for the archives, and the HBC itself. In 1970, the
Company celebrated its 300th anniversary. The HBCA participated by providing
documents for exhibitions, publications and other events which marked the oa#sion.
While these events drew attention to the company, they also raised the profile of
the archives and promoted the use of its holdings among a larger portion of the
population.l6
In 1970 the head office of the Hudson's Bay Company relocated to Canada.
This corporate relocation precipitated the transfer of the custody of the archives to the
'WHBA/ PAM RG 20/5/1 Notes on HBC Archives Department. The 'Archives Department" was
the name given to the archives within the Hudson's Bay Company'scorporate structure.
'O HBCAI PAM RG 20/2/4 Anniversary 300th- Canada, Miscellaneous, 1970-1972.
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Provincial Archives of Manitoba in 1974. The transfer of the archives was in a sense
a homecoming; mudi of the archives document not oniy the operations af the
company, but a large part of Canadian histay. The tramfer agreement deariy states
that the arcfiives should be housed under amdiions ttiat make it available to the

public." This is furoier eviâence of the evoluüon of the archives' public persona and
desire to connect aie pubiic with the record.
The Hudson's Bay Company Archives officialty opened its dmrs in Canada

in 1975. This opening marked a new era in HBCA public programming. Events
marking the opening included exhibitions, publications and tours that demonstrated

the archives welcomed al1 memôers of society to use its holdings. The HBCA also
participated in events such as "National Archives Week" to raise the profile of
archives as a whole.
For many decades the archives' public programs strove to m a t e awareness
of the archives and promote use. In the 1980s and 1990ç. the objective of HBCA
public programming came to focus more on user education. The HBCA used
prograrns, such as the tour. to connect with students at various levels ofthe
education system. The tour has proven to be a valuable program for the archives to
teach users abait the record, the use of finding aiâs. the nature of archival work and
the research proceçs. In addition, the archives has created links to the community
through publications such as the HBRS (until 1983) and The Reaver. Publimtions

serve to inspire interest in the records and demonstrate their use. They lead the
reader to seek more information by visiting the HBCA in person.
As the twenty-first œntury approached the Hudson's Bay Company

Archives continued ta nurture its public programs. However, the archives alço twk
steps to add to its programrning efforts through cornputer technotogy. The HBCA
developed a Web site in 1996. The site provides a brief wrnpany history and
information about the archives, as well as descr~ptionsof the records. access

" Deidre Simmons, ' 'Cuçtodians of a Great Inheritance' : An Account of the Making of the
Hudson's Bay Company Archives, 1920-1974" : 107-109.

insûucüonç and links to other relateâ sites.qaThe site has helped the archives to
connect with people al1 over Canada and around the worM. The Web is increasing

the number of archival wers and opening up anoSher forum for future public
programming at the H6CA.l0
So, what does the future hald for archival pubiic programming? How will
public programming evolve at the Hudson's Bay Company Archives? What are the
factors and ideas that should be considered by archives in planning future
programming initiatives? The pewasiveness of computer technology in society
today has not been lost on the archival community. lndividwls who may be
separated by geography are able to communicate and share information over the
Web. As well, computer technology makes it possible for people to access many

diFferent sources of informationat any time of day. Thus, archives. such as the
HBCA, have created a presence online ta estabtish themselves as a destination for

Web-based research. While, the HBCA has taken çome important steps toward

the integration of cornputer technology, t k r e are many other uses for the Web,
particularfy in the areas d public programming and acceçs.
Future public programming on the Web indudes programs that allow the user
to interact wioi the archives and access further contextual descriptions of archival
holdings. At the same time it allows archivists to educate users to a greater degree
about the records and the work of the archives. Examples provided by other culhiral

and commercial institutions suggest ways in which these Webbased programs can
be constnicted. Many museums have constnicted virtual tours that allow visitors to

th& sites to feel as if they are actually walking through the exhibition space. The
virtual tour represents a way for current HBCA Web programming, such as the

image gallery and aie lllustratedvault tour, to expand. in addition, as Judith Hudson
Beattie, Keeper of the HBCA, indicates, the archives rnay reestablish a publication
program on the Web drawing on the documents originally published by the HBRS

as well as other newly selected documents.
l8

Hudson's Bay Company Archives. Information Release Web site 14 Februaiy 1997: 1.
William Landis, 'Archivai Outreach and the World Wide Web,"Archival -20
(2) (1995).

In addition to Web-based initiatives, cooperation with parallel instituoons sudi
as museums provides opportunities to expand archival public programming.
Cooperation between archives and paralkl instihioons may allow for the pooling of
teichnologicaî, hman and finanaal resourœs to mach and educate a Ader audience

about insütuüonal holdings. Opportunioesfor cooperation between institutions
present themselves in Webbased and traditional public programming formats. The
HBCA alreaây has links to various instituoonswith related inter-

in the fur trade.

western and northem Canadian history and genealogy. In particular, Me archives link
with the Manitoba Museum of Man and Nature provides the basis for future joint

programming initiatives such as exhibitions, tours, lectures and Web-based
initiatives.
Sinœ the inception of the Hudson's Bay Company Archives in the 1920s.
public programming has gradually e v o M . In the early part of the twentieth œntury,
HBCA public programming was in the shacbw of the wmpany's public relations

initiatives. The HBC used the archives to create awareness that would stimulate
demand for its goods. Eventually, the HBC realized that it had an obligation to make
its records more readily available to researaiers. Initially the company and the
archives direded their efforts to promote the archives among acaedited schdars and
the social elite. However, by mid œntury the audience for public programs widened.
The reiocation of the archives to Winnipeg in 1974 initiatedfurther change in
the archives conception of its public programming function. The transfer of the HBCA

to its new home at the Provincial Archives of Manitoba was marked by several
events which let the public know that the HBCA was a presence in the community

and promoted its use. Users of al1 ages and backgrounds were introduced to the
archives through tours, exhibitions and special events. During the 1980s and 1990s.
tours and the Web site became very important as means of outreach. As well, they
demonstrate the archives' growing educational emphasis on public programming.
This emphasis seems likely to continue as archives consider how to develop their
public programs in the future, whether it be through the Web or the strengthening of
ties with parallei institutions.

Chapter 1

Archival Public Programming: A Literature Review

Over the course of the twentieth œntury. archivists have made atiempts to
promote the use of archives through what is k

m as public pmgrarnming. Public

programming can be defined as strategies that archivists use to inforni Society,
sponsors and users about archives. American arbiivist Kathleen Roe characterizes it
as "a aucial funaion for archives by acting as the interpreter between a repository
and the public."' The use of the word "interpreteî' is indicative of the fact that archives
must look for ways to explain and justify their role in society. As Roe argues, public
programs transiate the hnguage of archives into a fom that the user can understand
and use. Roe clarifies her position further by pointing out that,
while the purpose of archives is to preserve and make available
historical resourœs, the goal laas substance if the resourœs
remain unused. Pubiic programs can promote archival goals b
acquire and preserve valuable resourœs, encourage and expand
the use of historical records, and raise public awareness of archives
and their pur pose^.^
Professional associations. such as the Society of American Archivists (SAA).
have also attempted to put forth formal definitions of referenœ services and public
programming. Arnerican archival educator Bruce Oearstyne highlghts this definition in
his article "Archival Referenœ and Outreach: Toward a New Paradigm." The SAA
defines "referenœ services" as "the range of activities involved in assisting
researchers using archival materials" and "outreachprograms" as "organized acovioes
of arcbives or manusaipt repositories intenâed to acquaint potential uses with their

.

.

' Kathleen Roe, "Public Programs."in m
a Archives and Archival Institutions. ed.James
Bradsher (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1989):218.
Ibid: 218.

holdings and their research and reference value." The value of this Minition âeariy

lies in the distinction it makes betwwn referenœ seMces and public progfams. Too

often users and, to some extent, archMsts have confused one wiai the ottier, and
thought of referenœ sewices and public programs as one and the same.
Archival literature also examines the history d public programming in
archives. The extent of public programming's history is debated wlthin archival
literature. As Ernst Poçner points out, a r c t i ' i have k e n a feature of human çociety
sin& ancient times. In antiquw, those entnisted with the reairds were thought to
have perfomed, if only in a limited way, functions that can be likened to those
performed today, nameiy acquisition, arrangement and description.' As years

passed these functions developed ta the point that they became established
components of archival wark. Despite the long history of archival functions such as

acquisition, arrangement and description, pubiic programming is considered to be a
fairly recent accrual to an existing cdlection of established archival fufunons.
While other functions are steeped in history, public programming is most
commonly thought of as a development of the twenüeth œntury. However, exactly
when in the twentieth œntury archives began to perfonn the public programming
in the
function is debated among archival scholan. Some point out that arch~sts
early part of the twedeth œntury, such as Canadian Arthur Doughty, sought ways
to make people aware of archives. Others contend that public programming is a
development of the latter part of the twentieth century; and prior to the 1970s public
programming was of littîe interest to archivists.
Canadian ardiivists Gabrielle Biais and David Enns assert that the archival
function of public programming is a development of the latter part of the 20th
century. Prim to the 198ûs. they argue, archivists focused their attention on the
business d acquisition, arrangement and description. Blais and Enns do admit that
Bruce W. Dearsîyne, "Archival Reference and Outreach: Toward a New Paradigm."in Reference
ices for A r c h i v w d- ed. Laura Cohen (New York: The Haworth Press, Inc.,
7997): 185-186.
Ernest Posner, Arc-

in the Anctent Wnrm(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1972).

archMsts exhibited some concem for the user: "In the eariy years,activities now

k

m as outmach or pWic prograrnmingwere limitsd to the preparation of research

guideç and assistance to historians as they perfmed m i r resear~h."~
Although they acknowiedge evidence of public programming in the early part

of the twentieth œntury, Bais and Enns argue that arch~stsâid mt consider public
programmingto be part of their daily work. Blais and Enns maintain M t ,
sinœ Doughty's time. and perhaps to some degree as a result of
his perspective, an intimate relationship between archivists and
the records entnisted to their care has developed. This relationship
is reflected in archival sdiaarship and theary,the bulk d which has
attempted to establish objective, and even scientific, principles and
rneaiods of dealing with doaiments. In aie preaaxipation with the
assumed objectivity of the record, few archivists have b e n
prapared to regard the seemingly subjective realm of Me user as
an important area d archival inquiry.'
According to BUS and Enns, the National Archives of Canada (NAC) has
been "a storehouse of national history, containing documents ... from both pubiic and
private spheres."' The "main mission of the Archives was that of acquiring and
organizing records of national historic s g n i f i i . " ' Dominion Archivis& were
primarily concemed with the record. Bhis and Enns stress that
the public seMœ function in Doughty's time was limited ... to the
advancement ofhistorical study through the puMication of

referenœ and general guides, and the provision of access to
records. The occasional exhibition cornplemented this narrow
reach of outreach activities. This vision remained static for more
than f i i years, as archives continued to be the domain of
academic historians. The preerninent rok of this user group in
archives and in the affairs of archivists continued well into the 1 9 6 0 ~ . ~
Kathleen Roe also argues that "public programs do not share the longer

Roe points that there were some attempts by
history of other archival pro~esses."'~

archivists to reach out to the user in the early part d this œntury. but these initiatives
Gabrielle Blais and David Enns, 'Form Paper Archives to People Archives:" 101.
lbid.
' Ibid.
lbid.
Ibid: 102.
'O Kathleen Roe, 'Public Programs":218.

were only taken on occasîon. In addition, any such program. was m
o
w in fows;

public programming was direct& at the schaarty dite. Aecording to Roe, it was not
unül the 1960s and 1970s that *archivistsbegn to dearîy and consistentty articulate a
theoretcal framework for public pcograms."ll
American archival educator Richard Cox shares Roe's view. He argues that

the theoretical framework of public programming began to emerge in aie 1970s as a
result of the work of arcti~stssuch as Elsie Freeman. Cox notes numerous efforts
made by Freemanto get the archival community thinking about public programming.
He maintains that Freeman's 1982 paper on public programrning presented at the
Society of the American Archivists' Annual Meeting "was ... a watershed in the

discovery by archivists of public pr~gramrning."'~
Cox says that Elsie Freeman
"effectively summarized her concems that arch~stsmust ad-

a more client-œntred

approach to the administration d their holdings. In effect, Freeman stated that
archivists must pay more attention to users of archives and theif needs. "'"uring

the

conference arch~sts
received a manwl Mat focused on public programming in

archives. Cox argues that mis manual inspired other work on puûiic programming.
Thus, Richard Cox also supports the idea Mat public programming is a

development of the latter part of twentieth century.
m e r contributors to the debate support a view of the history of archival

public programming that is at odds with Blais, Enns, Roe and Cox. Their view is Mat
public programming may not have a history that can be traced back centuries, but
there is strong evidence of it in the early part of the twentieth mm.The recentfy
named National ArchMst of Canada, lan Wilson has written several articles on the

history of the National Archives of Canada and clearîy supports the idea that there
were many arch~sts
who early on had an interest in what is now calkd public
programming.
" Ibid: 219.
Richard J. Cox. "The Concept of Public Memory and Its Impact on Archivai Public Programming,"
Archiva@ 36 (Autumn 1993): 123.
'' Ibid.
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Wilson argues that the beginnings d archival public programming are evident

when Douglas Brymner, the first Dominion ArchMst, was iTiStrZ1Cfedby Parliament '70
gather, dassify and make availaôie for researctiers ... Canadian records."" During his
tenure, Biymner found and acquired records which are wnsidered to be important to

the study of Canadian history. These records induded private and public papers
which were copied and calendered to make them amilable for use. Bryrnner also
promotedthe archives by talking with potential donors of records and articulating his
"noble dream"15to archivists in the United States.
According to Wilson, in the latter part ofthe nineteenth century and eady part
of the twentieth, Canadian arch~sts
were inded aware af the user. Archivists

realized that a relationship with historians could be mutually beneficial. By actively
enaxiraging the "prufessionaîizationof Canadian historia1writing."lea r d i ~ s t s
engendered interest in the records under m i r are. Wilson argues that the archival
community sought the support of academics. The connecüon forged between

archivists and historians, inithted the growth of the historia1profession. This was
done by opening the doors of Me arch~vesto researchers as well as through
publications and exhibiüons. The second Dominion Archivist, Arthur Doughty, also
attempted to reach out to the academic community by invohring it in groups such as
the Historical Manuscripts Commission:

Acting on Doughty's recommendation, Me govemment appointeci
Historical Manuxripts Commission in April 1907 to advise the
Minister of Agriculture and ta cooperate with the Dominion Arch~stin
wllecti~.
arranging and rendering accessible Mose original sources
from which abne an adequate knowiedge of Canadian history can
be gained."

" lan Wilson, 'Shortt and Doughty:The Cultural Role of the Public Archives of Canada. 19041935." The Ar2 (4) (1973): 5.
'5 ian Wilson, " 'A Noble Dream': The Orgins of the Public Archives of Canada." A r c h i v a 15
(Winter 1982-83):21. The "noble drearn"was Brymner's term for his objective "to obtain from al1
sources, private as well as public, such documents as may throw light on social. commercial,
municipal, as well as purely political history."
'O lan Wilson, "Shortt and Doughty: The Cultural Role of the Public Archives of Canada, 19041935": 6.
Ibid: 16.

"

The importancethat archivists pîaced on history prompteci many peopie to
take action. Journals devoteâ to the stuûy ofhistofybegan publication and m e

unhrsity professors ewn reconsideredtheir acaôemic pursuits. One such individual
was Queen's University professor Adam Shortt, who was so inspired by the work

of the Public Archives of Canada (PAC) that he decided to switd-i his acaâemic
focus to Canadian history. Shortt was a dose colleague of Arthur Doughty. Tcgether
they "ledthe f e r a 1 government, through the programs of the Public Archives, to
provide active assistance to the emerging historical profession."18
Wilson argues that ûoughty and ShoM sucœssfully labbied the Canadian
government and potential donors to support archives in Canada. Doughty also
traveled to Europe and talked to potential donors of archival material. While in
Euope, he succeeded in acquiring and W
n
g many records in m i n and France
pertaining to Canada. In addioon to the records he obtained in Europe, Doughty

embarked upon a campagn to acquire records from across Canada. The contents of
some of the records he obtained were eventually published. Among the first

publications organized by D O U ~along
~ ~ with
Y ~Adam ShoM, was a series entitled
. .
to the C o m a 1 Hispw af C m . 1759 to 1791..le AS
Wilson points out, the purpose of mis series and other publications that followed
was "torender accessibleto the public and schoiars at a distance the chief matenal for
the study of the more important movements and epiçodes in Canadian history.""

It $ clear from Wilson's article that the importance of public programming was
not lost on these archivists in the early twentieth century. Doughty envisioned a
broad cultural program that, with the help of individuals such as Shortt, would imrease

the holdings and profile of the PAC. Under Doughty the collecbons of the archives
grew, and guides to these holdings were created.

Ibid: 7.
. .
Public Archives of Canada,&urneR e m ta theoC
of C
m 17591791. eds. Adam Shortt and Arthur hughty (Ottawa: King's Printer, 1918.)
2o lan Wilson, "Shortt and Doughty: The Cultural Role of the Public Archives of Canada, 19041935": 14.
'O
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A r c h ~ sJay
t A m o n also notes the efforts of the early archivists at the PAC
to reach the user.The devo4ion d thse arch~sts
to the rewrd allowed for its
acquisioon, arrangement and description. Like Wilsan, Atherton refers cil= to Arthur
Doughty's political acumen, his connedon with academics and ability to use % to gain

support for the archives. He also makes note of Doughty's efforts to promote
archives by putüng forth ideas to œlebrate significant events in Canadian history
such as Confederation. In the twenties, "labbying by Doughty convinced the ...
Secretary of State. A.B. Copp. of the need to extend the work and facilities of the
Archives.lm Many of the initiatives Doughty took during his tenure as Dominion
Archivist laid the foundation for the growth and diversifikation of the archives' user
base. His actions also helped to increase support from the govemment.
The writings d lan Wilson and Jay Atherton support the view that the archival

function of public programmingemerged not in the iatter part of the twentieth œntury,
but at its beginning. While Hais and Enns contend that archivis& d the early

twentietti century spent their time performingfundons that were primarily foarsed on
the record, at the same time there is evidence that arch~sts
also worked outsicle the
walls of their respective repositories. This outside work was crucial in the archival
community's attempt to build up a collection of records that reflected the pivotal
events in Canadian history. The public work of these archivists involved the
establishment of an archival public image and tiw with members of the community.
While the initiatives taken by archMsts in the firçt half of the century may not have

been as self-consciously formalized as a professional f unction or as varied by
today's standards, they must be judged as signfint for their time.
Where does the Hudson's Bay Company Archives (HBCA) fit into this

discussion of the history of public programming? While the history of this function as
it pertains to the HBCA will be addressed in more detail in following chapters of this
thesis, there is a link to the preceding debate about public programming. Across its

Jay Atherton, "Originsof the Public Archives Record Centre, 1897-1956."Archivaria8 (Summer
1979): 47.
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lengthy history the Hudçan's Bay Company amassed a large body of records
which are now availabie to researchers at aie Provincial Archives of Manitoba.

However, as Gordon 8riggs points out in an earty artide on the archives,
for over two centuries the company paid oniy airsory attention to
its illusûbus history, and its dfiœrs could see no reason for making
it public .... This negaüve attitude, howevef, changed gradualiy in the
eariy part of this œntury as the aniipany reluctantly opened its
doors, with m e q u a l i f i i s , to historiansP
The Hudson's Bay Company fomaliy established an archives department in

the 1920s. The department was an outgrowth of a request made by historian and
journalist. Sir William Schooling. Sdiooling petitioned the company to give him
access to its records so that he muld write a CorpoTate history." According to Briggs
this prompted the company to begin the organization of its archives. Between 1932
and 1933, the wmpany's first araiivist. R.H.G. Leveson Gower, undertwk to
arrange and describe the holdings of the archives. The Hudson's Bay Company
was çomewhat reluctant to open its archives to outsiders. However, Gower
successfully urged the Company to grant access to historims and other academics.
The company al= agreed to the publication of many of its records through
the establishment of the Hudsons Bay Record Society (HBRS). The publication of

company records was encouragecl by archivists such as Arthur Doughty, who was a
great advocate of publication as a way to provide acœs to the record and to reach
possible users. In fact, Doughty had a great interest in the publication of HBCA
records and affered to lend his expertise to this work. In addition to publication there
was an attempt by the HBCA to reach a select group of users through small
exhibitions which were occasionally rnounted by the archivists.
In addition to disaissing the history of public programming, archival literature
examines how archivists should approach such programming. The "dient-" and
"materialoriented"approaches are commonly applied to this fundon by archival

" Gordon Briggs, "The Archives of the Hudson'sBay Company."The B
(2) (1938): 116.
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aieorists. Ad\rocates of the 'dientorientsd"approach argue that ardiMsts should

spend time studymg users in order to determine their needs. In saidying the user
valuable information mn be gathered and used to shape pubiic programs. This
informationcould a b be used to guide de thearchiva1functions of acquisiaon,

arrangement and description. However. proponents of the 'material oriented"
approach believe that archives should cast their nets wide in order to collect a
broader array of records, useful to Society as whab. Public programs should
encourage use by promoting the various types of records containeci in an archives.24

The debate between the "client-oriented" and "material-oriented" appmaches
was, perhaps, fomally initiated by the remarks of Elsie Freeman at the annual

conference of the Society of Amencan Archivists in 1982. Freeman champions the
"client-orientel" approaai , a tenn which she coined. In the early 1980s. she called
upon a r c h ~ s t to
s take a greater interest in the user and create programs that are
"client-oriented."
In 1984 Freeman argued further that

-

the idenMy and the research habits of Our users who they are, how
they think. how they learn. how they assemble information, to what
uses they pu?1 must become as familiar a part d Our thinking as the
rules of order and pracbce (çornetimes called principles) that now
govem the acquisition, processing, description. and s e ~ c i n of
g
records?'

-

Freeman says that it is important for archivists to change the way they think
about archival administration because of growing cornpetition from other information
providers. She believes that the only way for archivists to rernain competitive is to
rid themselves of any "misassumption"" that Mey have about their work and the

user. These misassumptions include the belief that archivists know the user and,

because archivists perform reference work, that they are orientecl toward the
Teny Cook, 'Viewing the World Upside Down: Reflections on the Theoretical Underpinnings of
Archival Public Prograrnming,"Archivaria 31 (Winter 1990-91) : 123.
25 Elsie T. Freeman, 'In the Eye of the Beholder: Archives Administration from the User's Point of
View,":112. Please note that Etsie T. Freeman alço goes by the name Elsie Freeman Finch.
" Ibid.
Ibid: 113.
24

These misconceptions can be overcome by gettirig to know the user. Freeman
suggests that this can be a m p l i s h e d through user sumys and entranœkxit
interviews. Frorn surveys and interviews valuabk information can be gleaned about
and service needs.
Freemanfdlowed up on her 1984 artide with a piece mauthared with Paul

research inter-

Conway. It stresses the importance of public relations in archives. Freeman (now
Finch) and Conway Mer a constnid for an archival p&lic reiations program which

emphasizes the dient (aie user). They argue that what the archMst knows about
users mwt be fully integrated into the management of archives or "it serves no
useful purpose." Conway and Finch's artide reads like a manual that might be
produced by the public relations department of a corporation. They talk about the
importance of knowing the client and how the user (client) should be kept in mind
when decisions are made regarding policy. Conway and Finch contend that the
archivist's objective
is to mobilize ... information. integrate it as well as we can into palicy,
keeping in mind t b t our purpose is to maximize the use of the
records in our stewardship, and then make those policies ciear to the
public in their terms. Our professional interest and those of the public
in their terrns. Our professional interest and those of the public coincide:
The best management decisions and the best service create the best
public relati~ns.~
In addition to Finch and Conway, ottier advocates of the "client-oriented" view
of archival programming include American archival educator David B. Gracy. Gracy

anticipated Freernan in his 1982comments about the need "to raise the
consciousness of archivists about the public. Gracy emphasizes that the archival
are. in part.
image needs to be strengthened." Gracy argues that arch~sts

'"lsie Freeman Finch and Paul Conway. "Talking to the Angel: Beginning Your
Public Relations
. .
Program" in A d v w a Archives: An Introwtion to Public
for ArchivlsfS. ed. Elsie
f reeman Finch (Metuchen: The Society of American Archivists and the Scarecrow Press, Inc..
1994): 7.
a Ibid: 22.
30 Richard Cox, "The Concept of Public Memory and tts Impact on Archivai PuMic Programmingn:
124.
'' Ibid.

responsible for the often unattractive way they are viewed by society and sorne
users. Therefore. ararai& must make a conmted mort to expiain their work to

society and make archives more 'dientsriented." He argues "to improve their
d
e
mobjectives, and
situation, arch~stsneed to Mine more coherent i

communicate greater freshness and distincovieness in imagery by their training.
programs. setf assertion. publiaty. advertising, and relevanœ to modem life? Gracy
take the initiative to change the public image of themselves
believes that if arch~sts

and archives. negative stereotypes aiat may exist will be curtailed?
Like other proponents of the "dent-oriented" approadi. Gracy speaks of
programming as marketing or public relations. The archives, like a corporation. must
market its product to potentid clients in order to find a pbœ m i n the community.

t marketer must become "wstorner centered."
Accordirg to Gracy. the a r c h ~ sas
This "meansthat the a r c h ~ sm
t a t study the wstomer to gain a sound knoWedge d
the customer's stereotypes. perceptions and conceptions about archives. archivists.

and the archival service delivered both within and outside of the archivist's own
repository.
Elsie Freeman and David B. Gracy are among the earliest supporters ofthe
"client-oriented" approach to archival public programming. Their approach has
influenced other archivists. The corporate archivist for Coca Cola, Philip Mooney,
makes use of much of the teminology used by Freeman and Gracy. Mooney
points out that by strengthening archival programming through marketing, archivists
are taking an active rde in demonstrating the importance of archives to society.
According to Mooney. marketing is and will continue to be important because of the

constant adMnces in information technology that are changing Me way information is

David B. Gracy, '1s There a Future in the Use of Archives?"Arc24 (Winter 1987): 6.
" Ibid. Many of the archivai stereotypes that Gracy refersto were first cornpiid in a report prepared
for the Society of American Archivists in 1985 known as the Levy Report. This report çtudied the
different ideas that people have about archives and archivists.
David B.Gracy, "ReferenceNo Longer Is A "P"Word: The Reference Archivist as Marketer" in
ence Services for Archiveç and M
e ed. iaura Cohen (New York: The Haworth
Press, Inc., 1997): 179.
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transmitted and recordeci Therefore, t is necessary for archMsts to devise a

'mulbfaceted public relations strategy foaging on the relevame of archival material to

contemporary society."=
Mwney argues that the aim of any 'mu)ofaceted pubiic relations strategy" is

to nicrease the number and variety of people using archival resources. The
implementation d a public relations strategy involves archivists in educating the
"general population about the varied uses of primary sourcesm To educate the
general population, Mooney purposes that archivists treat their holdings as public
relations officers wouM Meir productç or services. This involves assurning "that
customers know littie about our produd and that they mua be persuaded to use

t..? This inference allows arch~ststo see that it is necessary to offer a variety of
programs that will appeal to the broad spectrum of society. These programs would
include exhibitions, publications. audiovisual productions and other public relations
Mooney conairs with Freeman and Gracy, and potnts out that the succe~sof

archival public programming rests on archivists' knowledge of the user. He argues
that
marketers use such ternis as "segmented"or "tar t e marketing
to idenbfy and solicl likely consumers of their pr ucts in order to
achieve sales and volume growth. Similarly archivists should
explore new options to expand their consumer base and expose
wider audiences to their prodUCI~.~

3

However. unlike Freernan and Gracy, Mooney does not seek to imbue al1 other
archival functions with the wants and needs of the user. Mooney's objecîive is to
urge archivists to elevate the public programrning f m o n to the same level of
importance as the other archival functions. Thus. he advocates a "dient-orientecf'

approach to public programming that would see archivists promote their holdings to
35 Philip F. Mooney, 'Modest Proposais: Marketing for the Expansionist Archives" in A
dvArchives: 55.
Ibid.
j7 Ibid.
a Ibid: 55-56.

users based on their institutional mandate, and not on societal trends.
A similar view of public programming is evident in the writings of American

archival educator Bruce ûearstyne. In his book The Archival -se

Dearstyne

devotes an entire chapter to a discussion of issues Mich he feels may have
prevented ardiivists in the past from seeing the importance of promoting Meir
holdings. He highlights the belief of some archivis& that promotion is unnecessary.
As well he touches on the negative perception of promotional marketingthat has
contributeci to a tenûency to dismedit its importance.
By addressing these issues. Dearstyne suggests why promotional marketing

is relevant to archives. He argues that 1 can dispel some of the stereotypes Mat
exist about archives and can act as a vehicle to increase the number and variety of
archival users. Dearstyne refers to the archival image problem as *oie first
promotional marketing cMknge that arch~sts
face.. ..- He argues that
archival work is exciting and histoncal records are Id mines of
useful information; getting the message awoss is
challenge.
Using imaginative approaches, archivists need to explain their
holdings and work in terms that appeal to,can be understood by,
and are interesting to their customers or mnstituents, including
sponsors, users and the public."'

g

To build understanding among users, sponsors and the public. archivis& must
engage in what Dearstyne refers to as promotional marketing. Promotional marketing
is "a wntinuing effort to encourage use a holdings, explain and highlight work, and
advanœ the general cause of historical records."'
For promotional marketing to be a success in any archival context arch~sts
must have knowledge of various user groups. This knowledge includes knowing the
make up of user groups and their interests. Dearstyne contends that if archivists have
an understanding of their holdings and users, they can embark upon a promotional
marketing campaign. He points out that campaigns may include one or a combination
of "six basic promotional tools" which are "a program brochure, newsletter,
Bruce Dearstyne, I h e
Ibid : 200.
" Ibid: 197.

(Chicago: American Library Association, 1993): 198.

promational publications and productions, the program's own staff, open houses or
tours, and the news media.n4

Acaxding to Dearstyne. promotional marketing wrnmunicates the relevame

of archives to society. Marketing illuminates the importance d archives by showing
how they act as "firsthand acmnts of human experienœ; evidence of personal,

social, and insohioonal endeam;direct, unfittered connections with past thougMs and
actions, now ladt in time but captured in documentsnoIn addition, better marketing
and
would extinguish many of the unflattering stereotypes that exist about arch~sts
archives.
Philip Mwney and Bruce Dearstyne seem to bridge the gap between the
"client-oriented" and the "materiaCorientecf' approach to archival public programming.
However, there are aiose who place greater emphasis on aie "material-oriented"
approach to public programming. Two prominent members of the "materiaioriented" contingent are Terry Cook and Richard Cox. In their wntings, Cook and
Cox caution archivists against taking an approach that puts too much emphasis on

the user. Cox and Cook think that knowing the user is important, but archival functbns
such as acquisition and description should not be driven by the wants and needs of
the user. They propose that archives should collect a broad array of records, useful
to society generally, rather than to people who do research in archives. Thus, for
Cox and Cook the objective of any public program is to promote the variety of
uses of the many types of records in an archives, rather than focus on the needs of
key users.
Cook acknowledges that the writings of Elsie Freeman have been beneficial

to archives. FreemanJsapproach encourages archivists to make "the incredible
richness of archival holdings availabie to more users, and to a greater variety of
users, in more interesting and effective ways.'lu In addition, Cook points that her work
a Ibid: 206.

lbid: 197.
Terry Cook, "Viewingthe World Upside Down: Reflections on the Theoretical Underpinnings of
Archival Public Programming": 123.

has sought 30 devate the prdiie of archives and to educate the public. or at least
make it aware that archives are esçential societal iinsotutionç woithy of its support."^
While Cod< agrees that the "client-orientecf' approach has the potential to be quite
benefial. He also argues that its proponents' overemphasis on it would undennine
"botharchival theory and the veiy ridiness of that doamentary heritage which the

new public programming would make a~ailable."~
Cook exposes some of the dangers of the 'client-oriented" approach by

aibquing the arguments d archivists suai as Freeman. Freeman argues that arch~sts
must study researchers to gain a better understanding of how they conduct research
in an archival setting. She contends that "a look at how and why users approach

records will give us [archivists] new criteria for appraising records." Cook

acknowkdges that many archival functions do ndoverüy fulfill the needs of the user,
in the sense mat the records are not ananged and described according to themes or
subjects users would like or even recognize. He goes on to say that archivists have
stniggled to reconcile archival me-

of arrangement and description mth the way

researcherr attempt to locate information. However, Cook asserts that while the
researcher's needs must be wnsidered, they mua not supplant archival theory's
daim that the record mua be arranged and described in its original context of creation
and not in accordance with transient subject categorieç derived by archivists to cater

to user groups.
Cook's critique of Freeman and other "client-oriented" supporters is balanced.

His assessrnent looks at both the pros and cons of the "clientoriented" argument.
However, Cook contends that public programming can be elevated to the same
level of importance as the other archival functions wiaiout completely overtaking

them. Taking a bit of poetic liœnse Cook points out that "archivists are indeed
searching - and leading their users - thrwgh the grand archival forest, wrth al1 its

Ibid.
Ibid.
" Ibid: 126.
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fascinatirg paths and interesting byways. rather than focusing on that isolated treend
Cook argues that it is possible to find some mmmon ground batween

contextual archival theory, with its emphasis on protecting the integrity of the record.
and 'public programming's desire b enrich the user's experience in ar~hives."~
He
urges archMsts to emphasize "provenanœ. order and context front and centre over
fa-,

figures and contentm In Cook's rnind, "idealism and a sense of holistic vision"

must prevail over "utilitarianism and a sense of market imperatives...."'' Cook
believes that archivists should design public programs mat lead the user "to
information about the contextual signifiinœ of the d~cument."~
By pointing out the
contextual s i g n i f i i , archivistç adwlly enhance the uçefulness d archives.
A case for the "material-oriented" approadi to public programming is also
made by Richard Cox. He States that the emphasis of any archival program must
be on the record. Cox concws with Cook. when he argues that public programs

should be a prominent part of any archival program. but should not overtake the
other archival functions. Cox points out:

Pubiic programs are tools that support and enhance oaier archival
functions, induding research, reference. presewation, and cdlecong.
They can be highly educational, bath for ptanners and participants;
they can foster greater appreciationfor history and archival records;
and they help ensure firm and continuing support for future archival
endeavors.53
Cox advocates the use of public programming tools that buttress alt archival

functions such as workshops, special events, publications, audiovisual productions
and exhibitions.

Many of the arguments of Cook and Cox are echoed in the work of Canadian
archivists such as Babara Craig? Like Cook, Craig favours the 'material-oriented"

'"Ibid: 128.

'' tbid: 130.
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approach. She argues that 'it is the record which is the hub of the archival
wheel : al1 our func%onçradiate from it: al1of our programs muçt be fimly attactred to
itn"In fa@ Craig argues that the records are the dients and the users are the

products. She "suggest(s) that in the trendy imagery of modem business out real
clients are the records. And continuing this reversal of rde, the user should be our
produ~t."~
Craig's elaboration on this statement, in the last paragraph of her article,
seems to indicate an approach that would see the product (the user) shaped through
archival paiticipation and education programs x, that he/ she would fulfill the needs of
the dient (the record). These needs include an understanding of context, provenance
and order."
The debate over what approach archivists should take to public programming

wntinues in archival ]oumals and conversations among ~ ~ c ~ M It
s is
' sclear
. fr0m the
writings that both the supporters of the "dient-" and "materiaCoriented" approach
have contributed positively to the discussion of the archival fundon of public
programming. The "client-oriente approach stresses the need for archivists to
keep in touch with the user and market the resources of the archives. While the
"material-oriented' approach emphasizeç the record and urges archivists to insure
that the records colleded reflect society at large. Therefore, R sesms clear that a
synthesis of the two approaches may serve archivists, records and users well. A
meiding of these two approaches seems to be at work in archives such as the
Hudson's Bay Company Archives. The archives maintains an emphasis on acquiring
a diverse collection of company records, while at the same time promoting their use
through tours, Me Internet, publications and exhibitions.
The approaches that archivists have taken to the functions they perfom

manifest themselves in a number of ways. With regard to public programs
themselves, archivïsts have organized exhiblions, workshops, tours and
publications in order to promote the use of the record. A good portion of the
Ibid: 137.
Ibid: 141.
" Ibid.
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literature on puMic progamrning is devoted to manuals that explain how difFerent
programs cm be organized. James Bradsher and Mary lynn Ritzenthaler. in
. .
- rA
devote an entire chapter to extolling the
vimies of

the archival exhibit. They ako give çorne very practica! advice on staging

Bradsher and Rikenthaler emphasize that 'exhibii, which are a major
component of public programs, are u s a in drawing attention to the resources

available in ardiival insbitutionç and sefve as an invitaion to further researchnSm e n
exhibits take one of two forrns; these indude the subject or object-baW exhibit

and the exhibit orstt focuses on thefunctions, activities and services of aie archives.
Regardless of the fom, according to Bradsher and Ritzenthaler, there are certain

steps archivists must take to ensure the success of the exhibit. These steps indude
choosing a subject, planningand selBCfing material for the exhibi All stages require

ardiivists to have a good understandingof their holdings and the audience to which
the exhibit is directed.
Another archivist who has taken a close look at the exhibit as a form of public
programming is Gail Farr Casterline. She begins by asking the question. why
exhibit? Farr Casterline argues that exhibits have long been a type of programming
used by archivists to communicate the value of their holdings to society. She

contends that "exhibits of archivat materials show what a repository collects,
preserves, and makes available to users....'161 In addition, "theyhave the potential to
educate, communiate and serve a variety of other fundions. Fan Casterline

believes that any archives can stage an exhibit without overextending its resourœs.
Through the staging of an exhibit, archives reap enormous ben-

such as a more

e

'"ames Bradsher and Mary Lynn Ritzenthaler, 'Archival Exhibits" in
. .
Archival wlulsu: 228.
Ibid.
" The subject or object-based exhibit features documents which have been pulled together to tell
the story of a specitic person, place or organization.
Ex(Chicago:The Society of American
Gail Farr Castedine,B h i v e-s a
Archivists, 1980): 8.
@ Ibid.

diverse dienteie. donations of records and dher foms d support. However. for an
archives to realize these benefii. the exhibit must be carefuliy planned.
Farr Casterline provides the "how tolnfrom the initial planning of exhibits to

Me various ways of mwnting documents for dispiay. Bradesher and Ritzethaler
provide a basic outline of the steps for staging an exhibit. Fan Casteriine offers
guidance on planning and development af exhibits which involves establishing an
understanding of the exhibition's intended audience. As well she goes through the
process of choosing a sthject, laying out a schedule for the organization of the
exhibit and selecting the holdings for display. Fimiiy other parts of the manual
provide informationon conservation concems, exhibit design and related events?
While many writings dwell on Me intricades of pailiwlar types of public
programs, others seek to give an o v e ~ e w
of the various manifestations of public
programming. Philip Mooney, for example, outlines the four major programs that
archMsts can use to market their archives. These programs consisting of publishing,
exhibitions. audiovisual productions and public relations actïvioes.' Mooney points
out futher that within these broad categories are many other tools which archivis&
may find useful in their attempts to draw the attention d the user.

According to Mooney, a publication program is the most prevalent type of
public program in archives. He argues that
these printed pieœs inform the institution's public about its holdings
and stimulate use of its collections, and should simukaneously
generate fiscal. moral, and pditical support for its programs. A wellôesigned publication distributecl to appropriate audiences can attract
patrons that can be captured in no other way?
While there are many dmerent types of publications that can be disseminated to an
archives' various mstituents, Mooney emphasizes the "instituüonal brochure."
Mooney briefly describes the cosmetic appearanœ of the "institutional

brochure," but his main objective is to point out its ben&& to any archival
ibid: 8-1 1.
Philip F. Mooney, "Modest Proposais: Marketing ldeas for the Expansionist Archives" in
Advocatinn Archives: 56.
O5 Ibid.
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programming strategy. He asserts oiat the primary role d the brochure is 30 convey

a sense of the insütuüon. to let people know what the oollection contains and how
they can a
it, and to demonstrate that the repository perfoms very important
schoiarfy worl<?

Other infamationcommunicated by the brochure indudes

informationon finding aids. access rutes, seMces offereâ by oie archives and hours

of operation. Through this type of brochure a r c h ~ s t sgive basic information that may
serve to intraduoe the user to the archival institution.

Other publications suggested by Mooney indude those that link archives with
other cultural institutionsand reinforce the wnnection with various mmmunrty groups.
His suggestions comprise publications such as newdetten. annwl reports, and
brochures with a particular focus. Newsletters inforrn people of new developrnents.
recent acquisitions and contain features on certain aspects d archival work and
collections. They also can be used to announce other programming events such as
tours and exhibitions. Uke Bradsher, Ritzenthaler aml Fan Casterline, Mooney also
touches on the exhibit. One very important point that he makes is that "exhibits ...
send aie dear message that the materials are there to be used and that aieir disphy

Anoaier marketing tool highlighted by Mooney is the audiovisual production.
He believes this to be a very important component of archival public programming
because "current and future generations of archival users mme from an environment
where rnost selling messages are conveyeâ ele~tronically.'~
Mooney argues further
oiat it will be necessary for arch~sts
to m a t e audiovisual programs in order to

compte with other information providers. His recommendationsfor audiovisual
productions indude slide presentations. videos and sound recordings.
Mooney acknowledges that these types of programs c m be expensive.

However, he contends that most archives can organize a stide presentation at very
little cost. According to Mooney. slide presentations are one of the most efiective
db

Ibid.
Ibid: 59.
Ibid: 60.

ways to promote archival cdlecoons in a visual format. He also sees cpportuniües in
broadcasting. Often, television uses many of the visual and sound doaiments in
archival c d ~ n sIn. addion, texhial documentationcan provide background
information for news storbs. Through television exposure archives are able ta reach
an even broader audience in
Finally, Mooney condudes his article by discussing public relations. He
defines public relations as "acavioes [that] enaimpass a broad range of prograrns
that are directed toward the cultivation and expansion of your resource base."" It is
airough this broad range of a M e s that Mooney believes archivists can strengthen,
the 'natural" bond between themselves and the press. This bond exists because
bdh professions are involved in the dissemination of information. Mooney argues

that the relationship between archives and the press is symbiotic. Archives can
provide information which allows the media to mate context for news stories and Me
media has the tmls to get information from and about archives to a large portion of
the population. Mooney emphasizes that the media is an excellent way to market
archival records, staff and institutions.

Other public relations acüvities in which archivists should becorne involved
entail establishing a connedion with the educational community, ~ m e l teachers
y
and

students. Its is important to get students and teachers involved because they
represent potential cunent and future users. Mooney points out that
teacher workshops, directed student çeminars, school tours. packets
of historical documents, travelin exhibits, and specialized audiovisual presentations are some O the more popular techniques that
link archival and educatiml organizations in joint programming
MO^.

B

One important way archivists can begin to create programs for the educational
community is through the study of xhool airriculums. Know(eclgeof the cumwlum will
help arch~ststo shape prograrns that will show students and teachers how the

holdings of the archives are relevant to their studies.
Ibid.
Ibid: 61.
" Ibid: 62.
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The connection between a r d i i and the educational systm is considerd
by many archivists to be very important. This is also emphasized by Canadian

histoMn Ken Osbome in his artide "Archives in aie Cbssroom." He argues that there
are many difFerent ways archives can establish a plaœ for themselves in dassrooms.
Archivists can illustrate how documents can be used in the dassrwm by making

t k m amilable to teachers. As well, arch~sts
can hold seminars and workshops that
edmte both teacher and student on the value of archives. Throughout his article,
Osborne suggestç numerous ways in which archives can become a vital part of

dassroorn leaming.
However, before archivists can play a role in the educational system,
Osborne contends that they must leam to be educators, muai as museums workers

have done. He points out '70 the museum educator, the terni museum education
~
urges archivists to expand their
means the education of the p ~ b l i c . "Osborne
definition of archival education beyond Memselves. While archivists may not have
perceivecl themselves as public educators in the p s t , there are tremendous
opportunities that can be reaped by taking on mis role. Osborne argues that the r0Ie
of educator will help archivists to strengthen existing programs and develop new
ones.
Many of Me types of public programming strategies discused in archival
literature have become staples in many archives. Publications, exhibitions. tours,
audiovisual productions and other public relations acüvities have served archives
well. Users have responded to these programs and have often returned to archives
to do further research.
However, with technological developments such as the lnternet and CDROMs most of the literature on traditional public programs has become dated. NO

one mn deny aie mntribution that traditional programmingcontinues to make to
archives, but the future presents new challenges and opportunities Mat cannot be
ignored. Clearly there is room for a new body of public programming
'2

Ken Osborne, "Archives in the Classroom,"p r c h i v (Wtnter
~ ~
1986-1987):17.

literature that is devoted to issues such as the rde ofCornputer technobgy in
archives. Throughout the 19-

aiere is evidence that indicates archival literature is

going uonline."
Articles by Americans William Landis, John Whaley and Ronald Weissman
are exampies d the emerging discussion in the archival commumty of the integration

ofwmputer technology and archivas. Whaley speaks of mis technology as a way to
expand public programming and improve relations with different groups in Society.
Weissman speaks to its edfects on the way that people deal with information. Finally,
Landis' focus is on one parüwlar type of wmputer public programming that is
already an important part of archives. namely the Web site.
Weissman argues that

oie spread of new soflware technologies, such as object-oriented
software. work flow, document-centric compuüng, and databasecentric compuong will aiange substanüially our traditional informationprocessing model. Of greatest interest to archivists will be the
potential of this change to integrate today's diverse information
çearch and retrieval strategies and technologies."
He believes that archivists m a t meet the challenge and apporhinities of computer
technology in a direct manner. This has implicationsfor al1archival fundians induding

public programming." According to Weissman. archMsts must keep abreast of the

changes in technology in order to prepare for the future. Advanœs in wmputer
techndogy are causing archivists and other informationprofessionals to "rethink our
environments and the ways we manage. interlink, viswlize. and interpret
information."75
The changes in computer technology that Weissman talks about in his article

will effect archives in many ways. They will most certainly have an impact on the way
archival functions, like public programming, are k i n g performed by archivis&. In fact,
this is already evident in the development of archival Web sites and literature on Me

topic of cornputers and archives.

'' Ronald Weissman, 'Archives and the New Architecture of the Late 1990s" )Vn~!mn
Arc57 (Winter 1994): 20.
" Ibid: 21.
75 Ibid: 26.
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As Weissman suggesa, cornputen rnay address problems related to

storage and preservatim in archiws. In add'ition, the computer wül -nue

to

provide and inaease access to archives. The storage of cbcuments on CD-ROMs

and databases will alkw archivists to devise educational packets that are accessible
to people via the Web or CD-ROMs. These two formats will enable archives tu
reach a greater number of users. Cornputers may also provide çome interesting
ways for archiviçts and users to interact and disass the nature ofarchives.

Weismann believes that by archives becoming more involved in computer
technology, they can 'continue to be places to vise but also will become networked
services to acceçç intelligently, flexibly. and appropriately from afaVm

While Weissman takes a more general view of mmputer technology's effect
on public programs. William Landis focuses on a specific fom ofpublic program. the
Web site. Landis argues that the World Wide Web can be "a new and exciting

venue airwgh which arch~sts
can purwe oubeach activities for their repositories,
reaching potential audiences in ways never before p~ssible."~
In order to examine what the World Wide Web has to offer as a method of
public programming, Landis analyzes four Web sites. In doing so he highlights the
strengths and weaknesçes of Web sites as well as certain issues which must be
consiâered when wnstructing a site. He argues Mat when archives create Web sites
they must consider design, intended audience, and application ofarchival context via
the Web. Once the Web site has been completed, Landis suggests that archives
test it out on potential users. By doing so the effectivena of the site's visual
appearance and content can be tested More it is available to a larger audience."
Landis' s discussion of the four different Web sites assesses how a site may
be deemed successful or unsuccessful. He highlights many elements of a Web site

that are criücal to its success, such as design, content and overall appearance. Landis
U k s 1in particular, about hiyperlinks which are used b organite sites. He points out

"

Ibid: 34.
William Landis, 'Archival Outreach on the World Wde Web,"AC-20
Ibid.

(2) (1995): 129.

that these links, if property Wed. allow an a r c h m to reach and i n f m usen about
archives and the records they presem. Links, for example, may allow users to

access doaments, view an online exhibit or take part in a tutorial M i n g with
conservation of personal documents. He comhcks by arguing that an effective
Web site is an essential part of archival public programming strategy today and in

the future.
John Whaley provides a good example of how public prograrnming driven
by cornputer technology can establish a connedion between archives and a

parüwlar group in society. Whaley Mers a case study that details the efforts of
Virginia Commonwealth University (VCU) to establish a multicultural archives. He
argues that "a strong and abidirg belief in the importance of presming and sharing
Our common history justifies the extraordinary efforts archivistç make to find.
presewe and make availabte doaiments for research."" However, as he points out
students of history have men ignored certain members of American society such as
African-Americans. Therefore. Whaley stresses that 1 is of the utmost importance
that archivists reach out to the under-represented portions of the population in order
to get them invoived in archives. In doing so.archives establish a collection that is

truer reftecüon of al1 members of çociety.
Virginia Commonwealth University chose to try to get the African-American
wmmunity invohred in archives by asking them for donations tu the multicuttural
archives prom. At first, the African-American communay was reluctant to get
involved in the university's archival project. In Virginia. there is a long history of
strained race relations. VCU was not viewed as an ally by African-Americans
Africanbecause of its history of segregation and suspicion of civil rights adv~cates.~

Americans were more inclined to donate records to other institutions whose
reputation was more favourable. These institutions induded Virginia Union UniversQt
and the Black History Museum and Cultural Centre. However, these two institutions
did not have the financial resources or the space requiradto establish an archives.

'' John H. Whaley. Jr., 'Digitking History,"Arne'O

Ibid.
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of intefest on the pafl af the AfricamAmerican community,
VCU was detmined to eçtablish a multiwlhiralarchives. In an attempt to gain
Despnethe la&

financial support for the project it applied for grants. The universrty. through its gant
proposal, hoped to dernonstrate the importance of the project to prospecûve
patrons. In addition. VCU hoped to show the Ahican-American community that 1
was committedto improving race relations. T b university pro-

the creation of

courses to change estaMished histories of the United States mat neglected aie
contributions d Afncan-Americans. These courses would require çtudants to find and

use materials b be placed in the multiwltural archives. As Whaley points out, VCU
reasoned that "better doaimentation and understandingwould lay the groundwork
for improveâ race relations.""
Upon receiving fviding for the mulaculturalarchives. VCU began to look at
how technology could becorne an integral part of the prqect. The university wanted

to find a way to establish the archives so that it would be easy for people to use.
Cornputer techndogy that involveâ scanning and optical charader recognition was

considered. Cornideration was also given to traditional archival methods such as
micrdilming. However, it was decided that the combination of archives and mmputer
technology would help to gain community support for the multiailturalarchives
project.
In fact, technoîogy was instrumental in helping to convince the AfricanAmerican community to contribute to the project. VCU with the cooperation of IBM
instituted a scanning program. Whaley says that "scanning would make it possible
for document owners to share information mntained in Me documents without having
to relinquish m i r ~wnership."~
In addlion. VCU's agreement with Afncan-Amencan
mmmunity cultural and educatiml organizationsto share Me scannad doaiments
attracted many donations to the rnulticuituml archives project. Th8 sharing of
documents was made possible by the creation of a database.

" lbid: 662.
Ibid : 664.

The multicufhral archives grew over time as many other contributions were

made to it The growth of the database led administrators of the project to believe
that it had marketabiIrty.8 This is evident in the interest expresed by the faculty at

VCU. In addition. other expressions of interest prompted the creators of the

mukultural archives to develop prograrns that woukl make it easier to find particular
documents via the Web. Finally, a CD-ROM was proposed to make the archives'
collections available to schools and librarieç." Thus, Whaley illustrates how
technology is influenangthe archivai functbn of public programming and how it is

Mping arch~ststo estabiish links with the community.
Clearly, there is a wide body of literature which can act as the context for the
study of public programrning at the Hudson's Bay Company Archives. Archival

theorists have done a good job of making the reader aware of the issues and
programs of which this archival fundion consists. While this literature is pientiful,
writings that deal specifically with public programming at the Hudson's Bay

Company Archives are few. The literature that does exist is an eclectic mix ofartides
and theses dealing with various aspects of the archives and retateâ work. This
statement is not meant to discredit the contribution of those wha have written on the
HBCA, but to point out that there is need for literature that cornments specifically on
the public programming function of the archives.

As previously mentioned, there is evidence that the archives sought to

establish a connection with academic research communtty, and eventualiy the general
public. The contributions of several authors illustrate this point. Some of these
contr~butionsare attributed to company archivists such as R.H.G. Leveson Gower
and more recently Anne Morton. While contributingto the literature that exists on the

Hudson's Bay Company Archives, archivists' artides also act as form of public
programming.
A series of articles written by the first company archivist, R.H.G. Leveçon

Gower, and published in The Beaver magazine. cleariy explain to the reader the
Ibid: 669.
Ibid.

work of the archives. In 1933Gower wrote the first of four artides on the Hudson's
Bay Company Archives. The first artide details the history of the company's records

and the events aiat led to the formation of the archives. As Gower points out, the
event that led to the formation of the archives was the campany's 250th anniversary.
The company marked this occasion in many ways. but the most important for the

archives was the writing of the company history. The Hudson's Bay Company hired
Sir William Schooling to write the history. In order for this to be possible it was

necessary for the HBC to organize its recorded p s t . Gower mites "in this
connection it was realized that there was a latent in the Lime Street vaults a vast
accumulation of material and, in view of the proposecl publication of the history of the
company, steps were taken to prepare a preliminary catalogue...."@

The remainder of Gower's first installment in The EJeaver tells the reader
about the physical location and preservation of the archives. In addiüon. it indicates

that some time in the future =me of the archives will be published. Finally, Gower
explains the strategy that the archives will use to organize the records. He points out
that the records will be divided into six sections. These sections cover the London
office, Nom American administration, company ships, journals of exploration. Red
River settlement, subsidiary companies and miscellaneous r s c o r d ~In
. ~laying out
the intellectual anangement of the records in The Reaver, Gower invites people to
take an interest in the archives "which are the source material of Western Canadian
A more recent article written on the archives was authored by Hudson's Bay

Company archivists Anne Morton and Alex Ross. Morton and Ross provide a

description of the archives that is far richer than Gower's. They are able to supply this
description because of the information which Cme has afforded them. In addition,
R.H.G. Leveçon Gower, "The Archives of the Hudson's Bay Company: An Outline of the Work
Accomplished in London since 1924 of Assembling These Priceless Records Which Are the
(December 1933): 40.
Source Material of Western Canadian History,"T h e Ibid: 41-42, 64.
Ibid: 40. These words are taken taken from the title of Gower's article and indicate that both he
and the HBC were aware of the importance that the records had to people outside the company.

Morton and Ross' epproach is mewhat different in that they chmse to surround
thair description of the record mth more detailed information about the m p a n y and

the a r c h i i .
One of the interesüng points that Marton and Ross highlight is that the
Hudson's Bay Company made a mnœfted effort to estaMish an archives and
evenbially gram access to the public. This is in Stark contra& to many businesses that
have chosen to keep their records protected within the walls of their corporate
ediices. Morton and Ross point out that

greatly to the company's credit it did not consider its archives merely
ancillary to the writing of the book or as no more than a source of

quaint emacts to be used in advertising. It determined to have its
records properly chssified and made accessibleb

They reinforce this point by mentioning that through the work of the Hudson's Bay

Record Society, the company published documents as a way of making the
archives more accessible. As well, the archives microfilming prqect is discussed as a
means by which use of the archives has been encouraged.
The thesis work that exists on the Hudson's Bay Company Archives also
touches on the use of various public programming strategies to promote use of the
records. ûeidre Simmons describes the formation of the archives in her thesis. She
discusses how the company's view of its records expanded over time. lnitially the
records were vaiued for their legal and financial content. They later came to be seen

as historically signlicant. Simmons points out that the Hudson's Bay Company came

to realize that its records were historically significant because of the tact that they
documented a large portion of the histoiy of Western Canada.
Th=, with the realization that its records had historical significance, the
company set about establishing an archives which was eventually opened to
çcholars and aie general public. Throughout her discussion of the formation of the
archives, Simmons provides evidenœ of initiatives taken by both the cornpany and
Alex Ross and Anne Morton, "The Hudson's Bay Company and its Archives,"Busine=
Archives51 (1985): 26. The book referredto in the qwte is the company hiçtory which Sir William
Schooling was commissioned to write.

its archives to promote awarensss and use of the record. 8eginning with the work of

the form of publication. While this initial "program was disconthued, the company ...
setüed on a mare liberal acœss pdicy as a means of making its archival information
Despite the failure of the publication program, Simmons argues that the
"more liberal approach to acoess and to publicationd the material in the Hudson's
Bay Company Archives was one more step in the devalopment of an archival
function for the ~ o m p a n yAs
. ~ the archives established a strong presence within the

corporate structure of the Hudson's Bay Company in the 1930s'it became clear that
publication would once again becorne an important part of promoting the archives.
Gower, the company archivist. contributeâ articles to the company's magazine. The
Beaver. As Simmons points out "LevesonGower's articles çolicited research
inquiries...? and interest in the archives.
Another master's thesis which is pertinent to the study of the Hudson's Bay
Company Archives is that of Peter Geller. Geller looks at how the company
endeavoured to shape its image. He argues that "in a variety of foms, the Hudson's
Bay Company itself carried on a campaign to influence the interpretation of the

company and its roie in Canadian (and British) history and contemporary saciety."'
In order to demonstrate how the company attempted to shape its image, Geller

looks at several publications that were produœd by the company and its
employees. His primary focus is T h e m a g a z i n e , but Geller also touches on
The Hudson's Rav Corn~anv:A Rrief HistpLy, The Honourmle Co-

as well

as the publications of the Hudson's Bay Record Society.
Deidre Simmons, " 'Custodians of a Great Inheritance': An Account of the Making of the
Hudson's Bay Company Archives, 1920-1974.' " (M.A. thesis, Universrty of Manitobal Winnipeg,
1994) : 52-53.
Ibid: 67.
Ibid: 74.
'' Peter Geller, "ConstructingCorporate Images of the fur Trade: The Hudson's Bay Company,
Public Relationsand TheMagazine, 1920-1945" (M.A. thesis, University of Manitoba/
Winnipeg, 1990: i.

Like the archives, The b v e r grew out of the œleôraüons marking the 250th

anniversary of the company. The Be-

was initiaiiy a staff magazine. Ifs pages

were filled with news from the posts and departrnents of the company as well as
biographical sketches. employee reminiscences, poetry, works of fiction and
contestS." One of the objectives of the magazine was to buitd a sense of staff

loyalty among employees who were working in various parts d Canada.
Beaver remained an in-house magazine until1932. Since then its editors have
sought a broader audience.

The editorship of Douglas MacKay was pivotal in increasing the magazine's

arcuhtion. MacKay was not only in charge d The Beaver, but he was also
responsibte for company publiaty. It was during his tenure that Jhemaver began
to act as the means through which the company not only connected mth its
ernployees, but business associates and people who were interested in Canadian
history. MacKay f e l that the magazine should "become a means of consdidating Our
friendship with many people and will give persons in important positions in the life
of this country wrrect glimpçes into the nature of the wmpany's ope ration^.'^

ln order to prepare these "correct glimpses into the nature of the company's
operations" supporüng research was required. Due to aie need for background
information The Reaver and the company's archives formed a bond. This was
evident in the "steady correspondence between Me London archives staff and Jhe
Beaver ....'" The information that the archives provided to the editors of The Bwas often referenced in the magazine and used to answer questions posed by
readers. Although Gelbr doas not clearly state how the relationship between The
and the archives benefited tfw archives. it is implied. Through the referemhg

in The Beaver and the provision of information for responses to reader inquiries, the
archives was reaching out to potential users. Thus, it can be said that Jhe BeIbià: i.
Ibid: 81.
Ibid: 100.

acted as a fom d archival public prqramrning. The same can be saiâ for the two
histones of the Hudson's Bay Company written by Douglas MacKay as well as the
volumes produced by the Hudson's Bay Record Society.

There is a çignificant body of literaturethat exists on the topcc of archival public
programming. For the most part this literature is of a general nature; it does not refer
to any parbcular archives. It discusses the hiof public programming as well as
the approaches that archMsts take to this archivai funcbon. In addrtion. there is a
tremendous amount of lierature on examples of public programs. Information
provided on public programs discusses everything from the essential institutional
brochure to the elaborate audiovisual productions which are afforded by larger
archives. Of tate the discourse on public programs al= includes discussion of the
rde of computer technology. which many argue is now a aucial part of archival
programming and services. This literature as well as the work dwie on the Hudson's
Bay Company Archives. creates a context in which to examine the public

programming efforts of the HBCA.
It will be suggested that public archives use al1the tools of public
programming - awareness. image, promotion of use. and education of users and
draw on both the material and client-œntred approaches. where relevant and always
in conformlty with the archival principle of provenance. Some of these aspects of
public programming will sometimes be more useful than others. Emphases may
change to meet new arcurnstanœs.
I suggest that these comments apply to the HBCA today. As the following

chapter will show, this archives has sucœeded in creating widespread awareness of
its existence and a growing clientele. Its greatest need now may well not only be to

find ways to maintain that level of awareness and use, but to educate usen in the

use of the archives so that they may be more self-reliant researchers. Given the
large number of researchers who use the HBCA, staff reçources are not likely to
allow muai permlized reference service. Alaiough specialized finding aids which
mter to certain user groups such as geneatogists will aiways be needed, a heavier
investment in contextual descriptions of the records, as advocated by the material-
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oriented commentators on pubiic programming, will be increasingîy important. If

usen are better eâucated in how to use contextual informationto locate subject
matter in the records, they can becme much more self-reliant. As chapter three will
suggest, the evloration of hypermedia computerized descriptions of archival

records can help adiieve this goal.

Chapter 2

PuMic Programming at the Hudson's Bay Company Archives: Frorn
Corporate Archives to Public Archives

The Hudson's Bay Company stands as one of the few examples of a
corporation that has opened its archives to the general public. While accessible
business archives are still rare, the Hudson's Bay Company Archives (HBCA) has
been in existence for over eighty years. Toâay, the archives is an active centre of
research for a variety of academic disciplines. The HBCA also amacts genealogists
and the general public. The archives offers not only reference services. but a variety

of public programs. These programs inciude tours, publications. exhibitions and a
Web site. Atthough the HBCA's public programming function is now quite well

developed, this was not always the case. Initially, the Hudson's Bay Company
(HBC) had resewations about granting accesç to the archives. Its concems were

related to perceptions of the researcher and issues of security. However. as time
passed the company was convinced. by its archivists and the demand for use. to

loosen its contrd mer the archives, allowing researchers to use the records which
document a large part of Canadian history. It is the purpose of this chapter to
chronicle the evoluüon of Me public programming funaion

of the Hudson's Bay

Company Archives. HBCA public programming began life as the HBC's attempt
to market societal awareness of itself and its history, but eventually evolved to

promote the use of the archives through programs that educate the user about the
archives.
The HBCA's public programming function gradwlly evolved over the course
of the twentieth century, and continues to develop through iîs integration of featwes
such as cornputer technology and links with other culhaal institutions. In the earty part
of the twentieth œntury the archives developed public programs that concentrated

on creating awareness and establishingan image m i n society. To a large extent
this was manifest in the archives' contributionto the public refations adMties d the
Hudson's Bay Company. However, the HBCA also participated in initiatives to
make aie archives availabie to scholars.

The ardiiws' early Morts to prmote its use, such as through puMicationof
its records, were predicated an the assumptbn that archival users were either se#-

reiiant çchoiars, who could guide their own research or simpîy casual readers of
dowments among ths academic and social elite who wuld rarely achially visa the

archives. However, between 1950 and 1970, there were many changes at the
HBCA. Among the changes that axxirred was a redefinition of the archival user. The
HBCA expanded its conception of the user to indude not only scholars and the

social elite, but also the general public. Traditional public programs suai as
publications, tours and exhibitions wntinued to emphasize the creation of awareness

of the HBCA, and inspired many to use archival documents for a vanety of
purposes. The eventual opening up of the archives to a larger portion of the
population necessitateci a reordeting of the goals of HBCA public programming. In

the latter part of the twentieth œntuiy, public programs shifted their f m s to user
education. HBCA programs, such as the tour, evolved into a more sophisticated
way to eâucate the user about findings aids and other research tools, as well as offer
more contextual descriptions to better direct use of aie archives. This approach to
public programming seems likely to continue as archives further develop traditional
and Web-based public outreach.

The Hudson's Bay Company was ahead of its time when it established an
archives. Even today few businesses have archives which are accessible as the
HBCA. Many historians believe Mat the lad< of interest in business history has been

the main reason for its slow developrnent. In addition, many archives have not
considered it within their mandates to collect business records. As Christopher Hives
pointed out there was lime interest in business history in the early part of the
twentieth œntuty because much of the recorded past of the corporate world was not

availabie to researchers. Most companies kept m i r records 'under fock and key."' In
addition, companies feared that by opening their records to tesearchers they were
endangenng their 'good narnes."

However, by the middle of the twentieth century, many businesses began to
change m i r opinion of archives. As well, there was a movement m i n academic
circles to promote the study of business history. By the 19405 the business
archives movement had begun. and corporations were beginning to establish
archives. Despne this initial develcpment, it was not until the formation of the
Business Archives Council of Canada in 1968 that the importance of maintaining a
record af business in mis country was made d e a r .
In the United Kingdom, where the Hudson's Bay Company Archives was
first estabfished, a council advocating the importance of business archives f o n d
much earlier than itç wunterpart in Canada. The Business Archives Council ofthe
United Kingdom was formed in 1934. Although some businesses established
archives prior to the twentieth œntury in the UK, these early archives were
sornewhat informal and primarily for intemal use. Evenhially businesses began to
use their archives for a wider variety of activities. As historian Edwin Green notes
these advities were of a public relations nature and often manifestedthemselves in
the form of publiaty and historical publications:
Publicationswere ... important for the future of business archives.
Here were examples of ... Company archives being ernployed in
a public or semi-public fashion. Here were publications indicating
that business archives had a historical value beyond the oôvious
m mmercial and legal necessities of recordkeeping.
The public relations role of business archives grew steadily airoughout the twentieth
century and was at its height in the United Kingdom in the 1960s and 1970s.
Corporations felt mat Me duty of people running their archives was to organite
historical exhibitions, p&lications and anniversary &&rations

to enhance the public

' Chflstopher L. Hives, 'Hiçtory, Business Records and Corporate Archives in North Arnerica.'
Arc22 (Summer 1986): 40.
Edwin Green, "BusinessArchives in the United Kingdom: Hiçtory, Conspectus, Prospectus"in
. ed. Allison Turton. Oxford: Buttemorth-Heinemann Ltd., 1991: 7 .

relations side oftheir business. Archival records were seen as a way to mate
awareness in Society about a company's proûuds, services and standing within the
Throughout its history. the HBC made a w m e d effort to ensure the
presenmtion of its records. This preservaîion did not always meet 'archival
standards," but managed to ensure that an extensive r-rd

of the company's past

s u ~ v e dThis
.
point is made by a Hudson's Bay Company Archives' brochure
which indicates that "minute books exist from 1670 up to the present. with only four
years missing."" ln faci, a reoord keeping ethic was m e t h i n g that the cornpany
impressed upon its officers and servants: 'Company employees kept daily records
of the activities of the Hudson's Bay Company Posts, induding the weather. what
each servant was doing, how many Aboriginal people came to trade and any other
important acovRie~."~

Prior to the 1920s. Me records of the Hudson's Bay Company were stored
at various locations in both England and North Amerka, often under poor conditions.
In London the records resided at one time in the Tower of London, Lime St. and
Bishopsgate. While in North America. most records were kept at the HBC's
numerous posts acrods western Canada or in Winnipeg. Before the twentieth
century, the company did try to take stock of its records in an inventory conductecl in
1796. However, it was not until the early part of the twentieth centufy that the

company organized its recorded past in a formal archives. The HEC began to take

an interest in its records which extended beyond their iegal and financial value. The
HBC realized its records had great historical significance.

Signifiant events in the histories of corporations are often œlebrated with
great fanfare. Companies put out special products or organize special events to
œlebrate the anniversaty of their establishment These œlebrations are also seen as
an opportunity to reflect on the company's history. In the process, the celebration of
' Hudson'sBay Company Archives, Provincial Archives of Manitoba, HBCA Brochure
lbid.

company histaiy can mate an appreciation within soaety for the coqmate
organization. The manner in which the Hudson's Bay Company chose to celebrate

its 250th anniversary in 1920 drew heavily on its history. As bath Deidre Sirnmons
and Peter Geller note in their theses, the company marked this milestone by çtaging

pageants and exhibi. and commissioning publications. al1of which emphasized the
long and illustri.ous past of the m p a n y .
A corporate anniversary is an 'opportuntty to set down a record of past

events and to demonstrate ... [the]company's pride in its achievements and an
inteibctualawareness d its roots..? In the case of the HBC, the 250th anniversary
was important; it was also a pivotal event in the development of the archives for two
reasons. The company's atternpt to mark its anniversary through the piiblimtion of its
history laid the foundation for the evenhial establishment d the archives. The HBC

also established The Beavsr magazine.' The Re-

began as an in-houçe

publication and publicity tool of the company, but eventually became another
means through which the archives couid promote societal awareness of its holdings.
As part of the anniversary celebrations in 1919 the HBC hired a British

jourmlist by the name of Sir William Sdiooling to m e a history of the company.
Schooling imrnersed himseif in the project and produced The Govermr and
Company of Adventurers Trading into Hudson's Bay during Two Hundreâ and Fifty

Years 1670-1920. It contained an introduction by HBC Govemor Robert

Kindedey, as well as several maps and illustrations. The book was published in
London and distributed to company employees in Britain and Canada. Copies
were also sent to Iibraries in the United States.

WhiJe the book hdped to celebrate the HBC anniversary, it also acted as a
dedaration ofthe cornpany's mmmitrnent to its history. This is dearty stated in the
introduction by the Governor. Kindersley declareci that
Aliçon Turton, "The Public Relations Uses of Business Archivesnin m
a
Archives. : 410.
' Peter Geller, 'Constnicting Corporate Images of the Fur Trade: The Hudson's Bay Company,
Public Relations and The
Magazine, 1920-1945." M.A. thesis, University of Manitoba/
University of Winnipeg, 1990.

the Committee of today r

nize that they are the astodians of
a great inheritanœ. which it is 'r duty to hand on. enhanœd and
net impaired. to future generahions ... a record which is unique in the
history of trading corporations.'

-ka

In addition to amiversary celebrations in London, the senior management of

the company in Canada did its pait to mark the occasion. It hired an advertising agent
by the name d Clifton Moore Thomas 30 run the Hudson's Bay Company Publicity
Office in Winnipeg, established to manage publiaty rehteâ to the celebrations of
1920.

After the celebrations, Thomas hoped to stay on with the company; he

proposed that the HBC should streamline its "advertising and dissemination of
propaganda to meet exigencies of trade and encroachment of opposition in various
departments. Thomas's propasal indudeci a consideration of interdepartmental
whesion and co-operation through a Company House Organ or Institutional
Maga~ine."'~
Therefore, as Peter Geller argues. the outcome of this proposal, The
Feaver, began life as a wmponent of a larger adveitising and public relations
strategy through which the company ernphasized its long established position as a
The Be=

was intenâeâ to be a vehide through which the HBC could reach

its employees throughout Canada. Under the stewardship of Thomas, The Beaver
was published monthly. It included staff news from stores and posts, biographical
profiles and personal remembrances of company employees past and present. In

addition to this core material, The Beaver included poetry, articles on historical topics,
passages from documents related to the Hudson's Bay Company and inspirattonal

essays. l2
Thomas saw the benefits of promoting the Company's p s t . At the same
Sir William Schooling, W

. .
Q
T r o f a ~~bz+turlson's
London: The Hudson's Bay Company, 1920:

xiii.
Peter Geller, "Constructing Corporate Images of the Fur Trade:"30
'O tbid: 30-31.
" Ibid: 31.
l2Ibid : 32-33.

f me, he feit Ib@Bmver wuld demonstrate that the HBC was part d the modern

business workl. He published arüdes celebrating the hiçtary of the m p a n y . and
batanceci them mth pieces that indicatedto readers that the HBC was moving with

the times. In addion. Thomas sought to foster loyatty among company staff through
the magazine.
Like Thomas, Sir William Schooling also extendeci his contract with the HBC.
While Thomas initiated aie publication of a magazine that was directed toward
employee relations and the promotion of the company, Schooling attempted to
write a history mat would give people access to the HBC1sarchives. Once the

anniverçary book was completed, Schooling convinced his friend and company
govemor, Robert Kindersley, that a more thorough history should be written- He
offered to W e up this commission. As a resutt of his research for the history,
Schooling said that he had 'become extremely interested [in HBC history), and
realized for the first time that the history of the Company is that of large part of
Canada and that the story has never b e n adeqwtely told."" Schooling proposed a
five volume history which induded an indexed chronology and a volume of
quotations.
The company agreed to Schooling's proposal. In order to write the history,

Schooling insisted on having access to HBC records. The HBC gave him access to
its documents and approved a trip to Canada to review any pertinent
documentation. Along wlh his assistant and four employees of the HBC, Schmling
began the process of arranging and indexing the records for the purpoçe of the
wrling the history. As time passed Schooling required more and more yMce to
accommodate his staff and the records. The need for space and proper
accommodations for the writing of the history was heightened by Schooling's trip to
Canada.
While in Canada, Schooling arranged for documents relevant to the history to
be sent to England. He also observed the archival practices of archivists suai as Sir
'WBCAt PAM A. 102/ 2406, letter from Sir William Schooling to HBC Governor Sir Robert
Kinderçley, 10 March 1920.

Arthur Doughty, Dominion Archivist of Canada. As a resuit, Schooling advised the
company aiat its records must be properly cared for and managed. He proposed
the establishment d a î i i r y and acljoining archives with a li-n

and a r c h ~ s t

Schooling argued this would ensure that the records of the HBC were preseweâ.
He alx, indicated that if the records were p r w ananged, 1 wwld better facilitate

his work on the campany's history. Schooling became a great advocate of the
establishment of a formal archives:
It is a certainty that sooner or later the company's archives must be
available to students, and if you agree to my project for publication,
there will be an immense amount d indexing and other work camed
out by a iarger staff than can be employed on the history, and at the
expense of subscribers. To have the resuits of this work in large
measure availaMe M o r e finishing the history, would irnprove the
history beyond recognition.l4

Schooling also suggested that the company seriously consider the publication of
material in the archives.
To a certain extent the HBC heeded Schooling's advice. The HBC began to
take further steps to ensure that the records were properiy haused. As well. the staff

hired by the company to arrange the records continued to work to inventory and
index the records. Finally, the company created a subarnmittee to study the idea
of publishing documents from the archives.
Despite the work done to organize HBC records, the amount of information
which they contained eventually overtook Schooling. Whiie Schooling had
successfully authored a bief history of the company for its 250th anniversary, he

was unable to complete a fuller version by the contract deadline. In 1926, the HBC
disoontinued its sponsorship of the project. and released Schooling from his
commission. While Schooling did not fulill the terms of his contract with the company,
as Deidre Simmons argues, he represented
the key to the discovery of the cornpany's archives and the opening
of the treasure chest to an eager historical cornmunity. His overHy
ambitious attempt to publish a company history, although unsuccessful,
left a good part of the cornpany's records indexed and extracted in a
" HBCAI PAM A.92/167/ 1, tetter frorn Sir William Schaoling to HBC Govemor Sir Robert
Kindersley, 15 May 1923

f m a t which provided future staff of the a
access to volumes of information.''

m qUd< and efficient

Simmons argues futher that Schooling's attmpt to mite a history of the

company led to the aâvanœment of the archives and a publication program. This is
evident in a report that Schoding submitted to top HBC offiuals on 27 November
1922. In his report, entiüed History of the Hudson's &y Company Report to the

Governor, Deputy Govemor and Commiftee, Schoolirig stated that
another matter in which Iam interestecl. althwgh not directly concerned
is permanent keeping and anangement of the archives. HistoricaIly.
and even financially, these are of very great value, and unies I
whdly misinterpretthe opinion of the present Directors, they think
that these should be housed, catalogued and cared for in a way
befitting their importance."
Schooling went on to advocate that

since the Hudson's Bay Company was the effective govemment of
a large part of Canada for two hundred years, bdocuments for that
period (viz. prior to about 1870) should be freely available, and
documents since 1870 should either be withheld. or only open to
inspection acmrding to the metits of each applicant and the purpose
of investigation. It would be a great satisfaction in Canada if some
such policy as this were adopted.l7
Schooling saw the importance of the records not only to the company, but also to
researchers, arch~sts
and others in Bntan and Canada. He saw the potential uses of

the archives. whether it be to company operations or scholars. The archives was a
way for the HBC to gain mietal recognition through public relations strategies
rnaking use of documents. In addition, the archives was a way for researchers to tap

into a source of information imptant to the study of commerce and Canada.
Schooling's effofts to establish an archives impressed upon the Hudson's
Bay Company a greater awareness of its records and history. While the company

was coming to realize this, it was not yet convinced that the archives should be
readily accessible to outside researchers. As Simmons contends "the company was
Deidre Simrnons, ' 'Custodiansof a Great Inheritance' ": 49-50.
HBCA/ PAM A. 102/ 1165 Report of Sir William Schooling to HBC Governor Robert Kindersley
27 November 1922.
l' Ibid.
l5

la

not indierent to its obligation to protect and make availabk its 'great inheritanœ' of
archives, but it wanted to do do on its own terrn~."'~
After Sdiooling's project was discontinued. the HBC attempted to finâ
another way to make its records available "on its awn

In the minds of the

most senior company offiials, publication was thought to be the m m effective way
of granting access to the archives. The 1920s and 193ûs were dominated by
several attempts by the HBC to publish documents from the archives. While The
-ver

in the eady 1920s was primarÏiy an inhouse publication, it did publish

exœrpts of documents pertaining to history of the company. A major publication
initiative began in March 1926, when the H E stmck an agreement with Dominion
Archivist Arthur Doughty to oversee the publication of materials from the H m ' s
archives. This publicationprogram also made a mntribuüon to the establishment of
the archives within the corporate structure of the HBC. In order to prepare the
documents for publication, Doughty advised that it was necessaiy for the archives to
be properly organized.

However, like Schooling's attempt to make the records available airough
publication. this initiative also fell on hard times. The sheer volume of records to be
prepared for publication overwhelmed Doughty and the other individuals involved in
the publication scheme. The company grew impatient and diswntinwd the plan in
1930. Once again the HBC was teft with Me question of how to make its archives

available, while still retaining a degree of control.'
Despite the fact mat the publication schemes directed by Schooling and
Doughty were unsuccessful, the HBC by the 1930s had addressed its archival
problem through the establishment of the Archives Department The individwls who
had worked with the records to prepare them for publication sucœeded in ananging

them so they were accessible to the company. One such individual was R.H.G.
Leveson Gower. Gower worked with Schooling. and helped to catalogue and index
'Weidre Simrnons, ' 'Custodians of a Great tnheritance' ":43.
Ibid.
'O Ibid: chapter 4.
lD

m a 9 of the r m & . He also traveîed to Canada in 1927 to arrange the transfer of

HBC reawds no longer in active use.
In the wake d the company's failure to publish the archives. Gower
suggested that pemaps the HBC might consider a more lenient policy toward

access which wuid ailow students a more direct connecbion witfr the records. In a
memo of 25 February 1931, Gower wrote
in view of the fact that it has been dscided temporarily to suspend
puMication ... it has occurred to me ?Mtit would be much appreciated
in many quarters if, at some f w e time. the b a r d would consider
the possibly of rendering the company's records accessible to
stuclentsa

In May of the same year the Board heeded Gower's advice and "decided that the
company's Archives prior to 1870 should be rendered available for inspection by
students of history and oaiers, at the discretion of Mr. Leveson Gower, the
Company's Archivist."*
Thus, by the eariy 1930s the HBC established a fomal archives and had in
its employ a man who was familiar with company's records, and therafore, qualified

to assume the position of HBC archivist. In 1932. the Company showed it had a
seriow interest in ensuring that the archives becorne a legitimate part of aie
corporate structure. The HBC asked Sir Hilary Jenkinçon of the Public Record Office
(PRO) and Professor Reginald Coupland of Oxford to offer their adviœ on the

organization of the archives. The visit of Jenkinm and Coupbnd highlightedthe
growing importance of the archives to the HBC. This is evident in the following
excerpt from the 1934 edition of The Rewrt of Proce-

Cam. The

report stated that
we [thecornpany] are much indebted to those gentlemen for their
acfvice and assistance. and we hope that in due course we shall
have this unique collection in a shape which will make it readiîy
accessible to historical research students?

'' HBCN PAM RG 201 11 14, Memorandurn from Leveson Gower to Graham, 25 February 1931.
HBCAI PAM A.11169 folio 254, 12 May 1931.
Govemor of the Hudson's Bay Company, Patrick Ashley Cooper, m
r
tof PrmAnqM Cou. iondon: The Hudson's Bay Company, 1934: 3 4 . This is part of a bound volume of
annual reports of the Hudson's Bay Company which date from 1932 to 1952.
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On the advice af Jenkinson and Coupiand. archMst Gower established the
proper faaliies for the archives. He acquired new shelving and took precautions to
protedthe records from fire and water. The most sgnificant resuft d the consuttation
mth Jenkinson and Coupiand was the dassificatbn d the records into several

sections. These sections were seen as a method of dassificationthat would ensure

the records were better organized. Six sections were: records from the London
Mice;"mriousadministrations in Narth Arneri~a;~
company ships; journals

of

exploration; Red River colony; other miscellaneous Papen; subsidiary wmpanies
The organization of the records demonstratecl that the HBC, to
and miscellaneous.~

a certain extent. reaqnized the importance of properfy housirg the archives and

making them accessible to students of Canadian history.
While the company twk the necessary steps to make the archives
accessible to the scholariy community. its actions were not completeiy albuistic. The
HBC's relationship with its archives in the early part of the twentieth œntury revolved

around public relations. The archives -me,

in effect,a way for the company to

create an image within society. The use of the archives in this manner continues to a
degree even today. For example in November 1999. the HBC used its rich
historical past to promote the introduction of new colours for the famed H E point
blankets." As both Deidre Simmons and Peter Geller make clear in their theses, the
archives was seen as a "formal part of the company's public relations wingm and
was drawn upon for historical information to be used in company promotions and
initiatives to inspire staff. In fact, Douglas MacKay who was hired as the editor c#

,m.

Beaver in 1933, was also in charge d "advertising, public relations and ... was given

'' R.H.G. Leveçon Gower, "The Archives of the Hudson's Bay Company An Outline of the Work
Accomplished in London Since 1924 of Assembling These Priceless Records Which Are the
(December 1933):41.
Source Material of Western Canadian History." The Re25

Ibii.

Siobhan Roberts, 'Canada's history point by point," m n a l Post 18 November 1999: 15 (A).
The point blanket was introduced in the eighteenth century and used by the H8C to trade for furs.
Today, the blanket is one of the HBC's signature products in its retail outlets.
2' Deidre Simmons. ' 'Custodians of a Great tnheritance' ":69.

supervision of the araiives and reaxds in the Canadian
During MacKay's tenure with the HBC. the archives was ubilized heavily for

the information it cuuld providefor public relations initiatives. MacKay's employrnent
increased the tension that had begun to develop between the public relations
fundion d the HBC and the fledging public programming function af the HBCA.
Evidence of mis can be found in m B e a v e r and documents which dexribe the
public reWons activities of the company. On the 19 October 1933. MacKay
describeci his plans for HEC publicity in a doaiment entitled uOutlineof Public

Relations Work." In it he talks about how the cumpany can curry favour wÏth those
who wished to write about the HBC. MacKay argued that
if, at some tirne, writers should œase to find interest in aie Company
as history. that wwld be the occasion for alarm. but so long as
comptent m e r s wish to use our material we should err on the side
of generosRy and the volume of favourabie publicity will œrtainly
OUfWBgh any emneous or aitical material?

In his "Outlineof Public Relations Work," MacKay goes on to explain how
photographs. motion pictures, advertising and The

w,can be used in cornpany

promotions. In each case. there is an implication that the archives will be drawn on for
information. He also emphasized that the HBC must make use of other "historical
material'a housed in store museums in Vancouver and Winnipeg. MacKay pointed
out that
store management has a tendency to exclude them from al1 promotion
schemes and it is important to keep the stores reminded of the 'pulling
power" of these exhibits. The figures of non-resident aitors to the
exhibits are very significant and I hope to arouse in the store
executives something more than passive tolerance for the museums by
showing how they can be put to work to bring people to the store^.^'

Ibid: 68-69. Around the tirne Douglas MacKay was hired, the HBC took steps to protect the
continufty of the HBCA by accounting for al1 its records in London and Canada. The
aforernentioned information was provide by Anne Morton, Hudson's Bay Company Archives,
Provincial Archives of Manitoba.
HBCAI PAM A. 102f 1813 Pubiic RelationsJuly 1932 - January 1938, Departmental merno from
Douglas MacKay, 24 October 1933: 2.
Ibid.
'' Ibid.
j"

MacKay's argument was that Ve whde sbpct d keeping alive historical matter in

the company's interest is a vary large one and reaches thraigh dl public relations
Morts from The
to motion pictures, and even to the destgning of packages
While MacKay had many responsibilioes at the HBC's Canadian office in
Winnipeg, he took rnost seriously the editorship of The -ver

and HBC public

underuülized. The magazine had sucœeded in estabiishing the links between aie

company and its ernployees which had been stressed by previous editors.
However, MacKay fett that it wuld do a lot more for the HBC than just foster morale
and loyalty. The R w e r , in MacKay's mind, had the potemal to be a very valuable
promotional twl: "It enables us to dramatize our past and Our present activities and
tell the story where it will do us the most good. It is a potential propaganda
instrument and could, if required, be used to present effectively a case for us in a
public ~ontroversy.'~
MacKay's intentions were clear; he proceeded to advise the company that
the magazine should becorne a major part of the HBC public relations strategy. JTte
Beaver, he said,
will circulate to senior employees throughout the Company; will be
sent free to people who have business associations with the
Company or business interests in the Norai, to persons actively
interested in Canadian histoflcal malters and to micial lisls, such as
members of parliament, senators, etc., etc. In other words, it will
become a means of consolidating our friendship with many people
and will give persons in important positions in the life of Mis country
correct glimpses into the nature of the Company's operations."

Thus, by 1935 approximately 1500 issues of The Beaver were k i n g distributed
to top officiais in Canadian mrporations, govemments and the media in an effort to
m a t e awareness about the HBC.
While MacKay felt that The Beaver was one way to get the support of the

" lbid: 5.
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Ibid: 4.
HBCAI PAM A. 102/269, MacKay to J. Chadwick Brooks, 1 Auguçt 1933.

poiitically and eaxiomically powerful, he also hoped to build a reiationship wio, the

cornpany's customers. This was done by gMng free copies of the magazine to
HEC account hoîderç. Through mis incrase in distribution, MacKay transfomed Jhe

-ver

from an imhouçe magazine to a publication that had a more public focus. By

1935 sixty percent of those receiving the magazine did nui work for the Hudson's

Bay Company." In the eyes of senior mrnpany officiais in London and Winnipeg,
MacKay had succeeded in tuming The Beavar into a pubtiaty twl.
The importance of the archives to HHBC public relations was also evident in

Britain. A memo to the company secretary, J. Chadwick Brooks, on 29 May 1935,
demonstrates how the archives figured into many of the public rehtions strategies of
the HBC. For example in order to maintain a good relationshipwith the press 'Yrom
time to time information relating to the history of the Company, with photographs for
reproduction, have b e n furnished for the purpoçes of a r ü ~ l e sIn
. ~addition. copies
of Schooling's book and an account of the Govemr's visit to Canada in 1934 were

forwarded to the press, schools and libraries. Finaliy, the HBC promoted itsel
through its hi-

infilm and Murers.

The use of the archives as fodder for company public relations mntinued for

the rest of thefirst haif of the twenheth œntury. and to a lesser extent in the latter haif
of twentieth century. While the archives played a major role in HBC publicw

campaigns, it alço engaged in other f o n s of public programming in an effort to make
the archives more accessible and establish a link with reseafchers. The archives

became involved in traditional methods of public programming such as publication.

tours and exhibitions. In the early part of the twentieth œntury public prograrnming
was largely directed at the social and business elite. As well, public prograrns

directed at the academic community. were çpecifically intendedfor well established
researchers: "As the resuît of a recommendation made in a memorandum to Mr.
Graham. dated 25th February 1931. the Board resolved, on 12th May, 1931, that

'' Peter Geller, "ConstructingCorporate Images of the Fur Trade:" 88-89.

-

HBCA/ PAM A. 102/ 1813, Public Relations July 1932 January 1938, Memo from Mr. Stacpole
ta Company Secretary J. Chadwick Brooks, 29 May 1935.
Jb

the Company's records pior to 1870 be rendered accessible to genuinely
acuedited historical s t ~ d e n t s . ~
The public programming of the Hudson's Bay Company Archives was

intended to promote awareneçs of the archives' holdings and at least limited acœss
to them. These programming Morts were not unlike many undertaken by archives in
wuntries such as Canada. Like the Public Archives of Canada (PAC), the HBCA
attempted to promote its archives through puMication in the early part of its history,
namely the 1920s and 1930s. Still it must be remernbered that while the primary
focus of PAC's public programming was to promote use of the archives to the
scholarîy cornmunity, in the early part of the HBCA's existence, public programs
were also considered to be part of the Company's public relations schemes.
To a certain extent one could argue mat the Hudson's Bay Company
Archives' raiwn d'etre was public programming. As previously diswssed, the
publication of Schooling's book was intended to promote the company's
anniversary, but also to mate a link between the archives and people who wanted
accesç to it.' In fact, for most d the 1920s publication d "uîfiialnhistory such as
Schoolings' and of documents was highly favoured by senior officiais at the HBC.
The main objective behind the company's support of publication was to meet

dernands for access, while at the same time retaining control over the archives.
However, publication only served to furaier encourage interest in the history of the
Hudson's Bay Company and increase dernands for greater and direct access to the
archives.
After the anniversary book, the HBC embarked on further attempts to make
the archives availabk through publication. These publications induded the more
extensive wmpany history which Schooling failed to complete as welt as plans to
publish documents under the stewardship of Doughty in the latter haif of the 1920s.
These plans were never wmpletely carrieci out because the HBC, once again,
grew impatient with the length of time needed to prepare the documents. However,

'' HBCAIPAM RG 20/ 2/ 18 Archives - Proposais and Recommendations, 1930-1932.
jB

Deidre Simmons, ' 'Custodians of a Great Inheritance' ": chapter 3.

publication remaineâ a constant theme. As R.H.G. Leveson Gower pointed out "in
the spring of 1928 the Board deaded ta pubiish some of Me most interesting
joumals and other documents rehtive îo the period of Sir George Simpson, and for

the next three years the services of the archives staff were concentrateci on the
collection and preparation d the material to that end.-

While plans progreçsed for the publication of a select number of documents.

the HBC was convinceci by 1931 that it should implement a more liberal access
policy and allow researchers to make use of the archives. In a company rnemo
written to J. Chadwick Brooks from Leveson Gower in 1931, the HBC's position on
academic access was outlined:
Up to the present time no person has applied for access to the
Archives, but I am of the opinion that mis is a concession which
will be much appreciated by students and I do not consider it will
be in any way prejudicial to the Company's future publication
provided discretion is used as it should serve to acœntuate the
public interest in the history of the C ~ r n p a n y . ~

At face value, mis seems like a significant step towards opening the archives to a
wider audience. and to a certain extent it was. However, the HBCA's conception of
the student was very different from that of today. In the 1930s, the HBCA
considered the student to be a weil established researcher, such as a professor of
history
The documentation on the company's change in policy is rife wÎth phrases

such as "accreditedstudew' and "serious ~tudent."~'
This indiCates that the archives
did not consider or was not yet prepared to provide services and programs to the
general public in the 1930s. Evidence of this is found in an artÎde written by W.S.
Wallace in 1934 for The C

m îiistorid Review. Walhœ argues that "the

company can not be expected to provide al1the facilaes for the inquifers which are

customary in a public archives. In making the same provision for serious çtudents t0

R.H.G. Leveson, "The Archives of the Hudson's Bay Company:"40
HBCAPAM R G 20 2/ 18 Archives - Proposal and Recommendations, 1930-1932, Merno t0 J.
Chadwick Brooks from Leveson Gower,15 July 1931.
" HBCAPAM Search File: "The Hudson's Bay Company Archives."
'O

engage in research it will, hovuever, offer an oppothrnrty of inestimabb value in the
miong of Canadian history."

This concepbon of the researctief penisted until miclcentuiy and inRuenced
the public programrning of the archives. As the 1930s progressed Mt only did the
HBCA participate in the publications of its hddings, but it mounted exhibitions and

gave tours af the archives. These public programs were directecl at the social.
business and academic elite. The HBC regulariy invitecl members of historïcal

organizatians and ciozens of note to view the holdings of the a r c h m in an attempt
to create a good public image and awareness of the axnpany. In addition,
memben of the Canadian scholady comrnunity were invited in the 1930s to view
documents via public programs such as exhibitions and tours.
The exhibitions highlighted many of the documents in the archives and

attempted to put them into context for obsewers. On 2 November 1934, the
archives mounted an exhibition with an accompanying script which was to be
handed out to those who came to view the display. Other such displays were

organized by aie archives for members of the social elite. The Archives Department
was often asked by the cornpany to stage private exhibits or tours for a small
number of select individuats. As interest in the archives increased, iîs staff rnaintained
notes and supplies for exhibits and a log book of the planning process.
The most significant public programming initiative the Hudson's Bay

Company Archives took part in during the 1930s was the record publication
program of the Hudson's Bay Record Society (HBRS). The Society was
established by the company in 1938 with goal of publishing archival documents.
The Society published Company records in bound volumes from its inception in
1938 to its dissolution in 1983."

The HBC modeled the Hudson's Bay Record Society on the Champlain

Society. The Champlain Society was established in 1905 "for the purpose of

'' W.S. Wailace,
"Notesand Comments: The Archives of the Hudson's Bay Company."The
.
.

C a m
XV (1) (March 1934): 94.
'' HBCAPAM RG 20/ 21 82 HBRS - General Correspondence, 1951 t 974, Hudson'sBay Record
Society brochure: 2.

-

publishing valuable and inacœssible material on the history of

The

Champlain Saaety was nin by a oouncil and puMished documents of historical and
geographical interest The society daimed that its publications r r e edited and
translated by the best sdioîan obtainabie. They are beautiful specimens of book
making and indude reproductions of the onginal illustraüons. maps. etc., as well as the
original texts. and are annotated by the e d b r ~ . " ~
Initiafly. documents from the HBC's archives were published jointly by the
HBRS and the Champlain Society. The HBRS was responsible for the preparation

and editing of one volume per year "of records and archives of the Hudson's Bay

.

Company... the fom and contents Mereof ... subject to agreement between the
Record Society and the Champlain Society.lWa
Due to an agreement between the
two societies, the publications produced from the HBCA records were only given to

the memben (subscribefs) of each society.
The first HBRS publication was the

of Oacunmœs in fhe Athaktsca

Department by George Simpson, 1820 and 1821, and Report. This volume was

edited by E.E. Richlffthe first editor of the Hudson's Bay Record Society. As editor
of the society's publications, Rich and other editors after him were charged with the
responsibility of selecüng the documents. editing aieml selecting aie scholar to write
the introduction, providing footnotes. seeing the volume to press, promotional
matters and answering reader's questions.' In the selection of the documents the
editor strove to maintain a "chronological and regional balance between volumes.. .."O
The publication of the HBRS' volumes was largeiy the work of the staff at the

Archives Department. The company archivist and the oaier staff researched and
prepared the footnotes for each volume. In the prefaœ to the first volume the
" HBCN PAM RG 201 21 52 Champlain Society, 1934-1974, letter from the society president,
1974: 1

'' Ibid, from the Champlain Society pamphlet: 1. The pamphtet is attached to a letter written in
1934 by W.S. Wallace.

* HBCN PAM A.102, Box 218F, Agreement dated 20 June 1938.

" E.E. Rich was the editor of the Hudson'sBay Record Society from 1938 to 1959.

" HBCN PAM RG 201 2/82a HBRS - General Editor. 1967-1974.
'O

Glyndwr Williams, "Amongthe Most Rewarding Duties."The

(Summer 1975): 5.

conbibuüon of the archives was recognized: 'In the preparation of the manuscript for

press, Mr. R.H.G. Leveson Gower, the Company's Archivist, and his staff have
conbibuted irnmluableassistance.. .."" Througiout the Society's existence the

archives remained an important part of the HBRS' attmpt to "pres8nt acairate and

cornpiste transcripts of doaimenfs likely to be of interest and use to students d fur
In fact, the relationship between the society and the archives was symbiotic.
The archives acted as a resourœ for material for publication, whik the work done by

the archives on each volume served to promote the HBCA to al1 those who used a
Society volume. However, this close relationship, which allowed the HBRS to have
exclusive right to publish the archives, men put researchers and m

a

t

odds with the society. As the HBRS was getting under way, the Canadian

Cornmittee received a list of archival material which was not to be published, and a
directive aiat "noarchival data whidi may be regarded as cf value in connection with
our scheme [of publication] should be issued in the
Prior to the establishment of the Hudson's Bay Record Society, The B w e r
had regulariy corresponded with the Archives Deparbnent. The EIwver depended
on the archives to provide information to a m e r reaâets' questions and historical
informationfor artides? Much of the information supplied by the archives included
transcripbons of archival material. Thus, when the Hudson's Bay Record Society

came along in 1938. the two HBC publication initiatives were at cross purposes.
The W e t y required accass to the records in order to promote the archives, while

The Beaver required acceçs to the archives to further its pubiic relations role within

the company. However, in this situation aie HBRS' need for access took
precedence.

m m tLondon:
h
The
e

George Simpson, u n a l of
Hudson's Bay Record Society, 1938: ix [preface].
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''

HBCAI PAM R G 20/ 21 82 HBRS - General Correspondence, 1951-1974. The quotation is from

a pamphlc! on the Hudson's Bay Record Society.
Peter Geller, 'Constructing Corporate Images of the Fur Trade": 100-101.
lbid: 100.

The 1940s were a somewhat unstable perioâ for the society because of the

war. However. by the 1950s the Hudson's Bay Record Society was on more solid
ground, especially since the appointment of Aliœ M. Johnson to the position of
company arch~st.Archival documents related to HBRS speak of Johnson as being
just as important to the publication of society volumes as the editor. By 1951 the

HBRS was publishing one volume per year for a total of thirteen to that date; this
pace conünued until1959. The consistent record d publication was largeiy due to

the efforts of Johnson and E.E. Rich.
The HBRS continued to ppublish documents in the 1960s; however. it was
decided that the society had to make some changes. These aianges resulted in
publication occurring every other year and a reorganization of the management of the
society. The new management indudeci the sec~etaryand treasurer of the HBC,the
HBRS editor and HBC archMst. By 1971 the Archives Department had

responsibiiity for the general work of the society. Throughout the 1970s the HBRS
continu& to attract more members. As the mid 197ûs approached it became clear
that the archives would follow the head office of the company. transferred in 1970, to
Canada . The transfer of the archives to Winnipeg in 1974 necessitated the
relocation of the Hudson's Bay Record Society.
Thus, in 1975 the last volume was edited in Britain, and the first was
published in Canada." The Secretary of the HBRS. Roûert Oleson attempted to
ailay fears about the move to Canada by sending a letter to society members in
January 1975. In his letter he wrote: "The Hudson's 8ay Record Society takes pride
in sponsoring the publication of the Company's archival documents and feels
confident that high standards estaMished in the past will be continued and

maintained.n51
These standards were maintained until the Society œased publication
of archival documents in 1983. Today, the work of aie çociety is continued by aie
Centre for Rupert's Land Studies which is located in Winnipeg. The research centre's

" HBCN PAM RG 20/ 3/99 HBRS - Generai Correspondence, CI. Jackson. 'Fur and Footnotes:
The Hudson's Bay Record Society."
55 HBCAI PAM RG 201 3/98 HBRS
General Correspondence, Letter to HERS members fmm
Secretary, Robert Oleçon, 15 January 1975: 2.

-

objective is the 'promotion of the publication of Canadian histoiy from the Hudson's
Bay Company archive^."^

The publications of the HBRS sucœeâeâ in giving many people in Britain,
Canada and the United States access to the Hudson's Bay Company Archives.
They alço proved to be a medium through which the archives could reach out to the
amdemic histofical community. Whiie the publication of the volumes was a signihmnt
step in the development of the public programming function of the H E A , it must
be remembered that it was an effort directed at a small portion of the population,

nameiy aie academic and social elite.
The 1930s was a period of great development in the public persona of the

archives with the apening of the archives to students and the establishment of the
HBRS. However, Worid War II overshadowed the activities of the archives in the
1940s. Still, The Be-

made some dianges during the 1940s mat arguably led to

an aiteration of its public relations orientation and eventually affected HBCA public
programming. In 1939 Clifford Wilson became editor of the magazine. Wilson was
in the employ of the HBC before bewming editor as an organizer of historical
exhibits at company stores. Wilson worked for Me HBC in its museums and had

many connections with members of the museum communW.
Wilson's background in museums and his other contacts led him to place
greater emphasis on ait and contributions from the historical anâ anthropological
aimmunities to The B
-

in the late 1 9 4 0 ~AS
. ~Peter Geller argues "Wilson's

seleetion of material and contributions represented an attempt to legitimize aie
history of the company as a serious field of academic history, a amcern also
addressed by the ongoing series of the Hudson's Bay Record Society volumes."s
56 Deidre Simmons, ' 'Custodians of a Great lnheritance' ": 85. The Centre for Rupert's Land
Studies, formally known as the HBC Research Centre, is headed by Prof. Jennifer Brown and Tirn
Bal!, University of Winnipeg. The centre's relationship with the HBCA is evident through its
promotion of the archives and HBCA staff contributionsto the centre's newsietter. The
aforementioned information on the Centre for Rupert's Land Studies was provided by Barry
Hyman, Provincial Archives of Manitoba.
'' Peter Geller, "Constnicting Corporate Images of the Fur Trade": 167.
Ibid: 168.

While Geiler argues that The m v a r was part d the public rdabions ofthe
wmpany, by the 1940s the magazine seems to be trying ta reach out to many of

the same people as the archives. This, aierefore, made the magazine a tool for the

archives bD further awareness d its signifiant mie through arhides wntributed by
historiam.
in the 1950s the archives engaged in a variety of puMic programming
activiües and began to broaôen its conception of the archival user. The HBCA
staged exhibitions which induded a variety of documents. In parocular, one exhibe

highlighted t h Company's charter. The exhibitions mounted by the archives not oniy
allowad people to get a doser look at the documents, but also a number of artifacts
sudi as the Hudson's Bay Company seals. The archives also conducted frequent
tours that allowed people to see how the archives worked. In addition, these tours
acted as encouragement to use the archives. Thus, dong with publications, tours and
exhibitions also allowed aie archives to foster appreciation for its role with society.
These various publication and publtcity measures seemed to be having an

effect. According to the archives' correspondence with the Canadian Committeelss
the HBCA was also responding to an even broader array of public reference
inquiries by the late 1950s: "Every week brings such visitors to the department,
some detail is ahnrays needed to make an illustration more accurate, or a broadcast
script sound more authentic, or perhaps past fur prices are needed for a lecture to

the trade? These observations of Ali-

Johnson, HBC archivist, inâicate that

HBCA public programrning and existing interest in company records was

emuraging awarenesç and use of the archives.
Coupled with these programming efforts was the change in attitude on the
part of the HBC and Me archives towards users. The change is evident in a
The Canadian Commntee was created in 1912 and located in Winnipeg. Its function was to
advise the London Committee. Since its inception the authority of the Canadian Cornmittee grew
at a steady pace . By 1957 the cornmittee members were made a part of the London Committee
that oversaw the operation of the entire Company.
BO HBCAI PAM RG 201 2/ 47 Canadian Committee - Correspondence wit h and Miscellaneous
Memorandum, tetter to Mt. F. B. Walker, Canadian Committee from HSCA archivist. Alice Johnson
27 February 1957.
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memorandum written on 22 September 1950 to company Secretary from the HBC
archivia: 'WB W m m e these vi-s

for we can not only help them,but we

ourselves leam quite a lot from o u exchange of ideas.- By 1957 the archives
encourageci use of L records by the general pWic whemer in the archives in
London or by microfilm copies in the Public Archives of Canada. Microfilm copies
were available as a result of a filming program that began in

eariy part of the

decade.

Users were pemitted to use the records by applying for admission.
Instructions on obtaining admission were outlined in a brochure enüüed Hudson's
Bay Company Rules and Regutatbm Goveming Admissions to Research Either

on the Archiws in London or on trie Positive Microfilm in the PcAbIic Archives of

Camda in OLtawa. ln order to apply to do research, users were required to write a
letter to inforrn the company of his or her topic and provide two references. Upon
receiving permission, users were 'reminded that aiey work on the Archives or the
Microfilm by the courtesy of the Hudson's Bay Company and that the Company
itself has undertakenthe duty of making its archiies publi~."~
The 1950s marked the beginning of a more public rote for the archives in the

sense that it began to open its dwrs wider to admit. not only established
researchers and the sacial elite but al-

a somewhat broader spectrurn of saciety.

As a letter from the archives to the Canadian Cornmittee noted "there are the visitors

from overseas with present and past connects [sic] with the Company. They corne
perhaps to obtain details about an amestor's career in aie fur traâe or may be just as

[a] matter of general interest.'" As the 1960s approached 1 was clear that the HBCA
fdt it had a substantial contribuûon to make to the study of history through its records:

'' HBCAI PAM 20/ 5/ 13 Archives Dept., Gen 1932-1954, Memorandum to the Secretary of the
Hudson's Bay Company from Alice Johnson, company archivist, 22 September 1950: 1
HBCN PAM RG 20/ 5/ 1 Notes on H8C Archives Department, Hudson's Bay Company Rules
and Regulatîons Goveming Admissions to Research Either on the Archives in London or on the
Microfilm in the W i c Archives of Canada in Ottawa, 1 7 June 1957.
a HBCAI PAM 20/ 21 47 Canadian Cornmittee - Correspondence with and Miscellaneous
Memoranda, 27 February 1957:3.
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Far frorn being 'rnuîty and du*' as one would be searcher tactlessty
callecl them in his Ietter of appl~#tion.
the Company's records of the
p s t are dean and mady for immediate use. and the way in which they
are kept, the use to which they are put, and the cond'ionç in which staff
and students work are oftm the envy of the tess fortunate cainty and
local archives in Engiandnshndm

In the 1960s the Hudson's Bay Company Archives continued to develop its

public programmingfunction. This was evident in the f m a l definition d the role of
the assistant a r c h i i outlined in administrative records of the archives for 1963. The
assistant archivist was responsiblefor overseeing a large part of the archives'
reiationçhip with the general pubiic in aia areas of accesç and public programmingAssistant archivists ensured ttiat archival users were aware of the r u k and
regulations of the archives. They also read over the notes of researchers and helped
to prepare and update the finding aids.
Where public programming was concerned, it was one of the formal duües of
the assistant ararmists to select and prepare documents for exhibits. The
preparation of literatureaccompanying the exhibit was also part of their duties. Many
of the exhibitions prepared were intended for a general audience. However, the
HBCA did prepare displays that took into account the interests of particular groups.

For exarnple in 1969, an exhibit was staged which was specifically directeci at
fashion editors. This exhibit drew on material presenred in the archives that pertained
to the HBC's retail (stores) department. As the HBCA began to direct a part of its
staff toward public programming and the user, al1staff were encouraged to develop
relationshipswith other mernbers of the archival cornrnumty. The arch~stsof the
HBCA invited members of the community to the archives and in tum visited archival

institutions thern~elves.~
While the HBCA continued to have some connection with
the public relations activities of the wmpany, as the archives entered the latter part of
the Wentieth cenhiry it was dearly establishing itself W i n the larger archival and
reseafch mmunities.
The 1WOs, like the 1WOs, can be considered a momentous decade in the

" Ibid: 5.
O5
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history of the HudxKils Bay Company Archives for two reasons. First. 1970 was
the mmpany's terœntenary year. Many events and promotions were planned to
celebrate the annivefsary. Since the m p a n y œbbrated its 300th anniversary by
foaising on its history. many of îhe annïversary adMoes drew heavily on the
archives. Second, the HBC transfened its head offiœ to Canada and relocated the
archives üwe in 1974.
The 3ûOtt1 anniversary of the HBC further demonstratedthe value of the

archives, not only to the company. but also to those who wished to study western
and mrthem Canadian history. The anniversary also illustratedthat the archives could

promote its holdings in a variety of ways to the user. Plans for the terœntenary
celebrations of 1970 began in early 1969. The celebrations brought company
personnel to the archives as well as people frorn outside the HBC who wished to

make a contribution to the ceiebration. The terœntenary was ma-

on bath sides

of the Atlantic in a variety of ways. whidi indudedfilms. publications. exhibitions and

cornmemorative souvenirs.
The preparation of films. publications. exhibitions and other events provided

an excellent opportunity for the Hudson's Bay Company Archives to engage in
public programming. The anniversaty raised the profile of the archives to a new
level. The media used to celebrate the anniversary provided a good example of
how the archives reached out to the public.

lndividuals and broadcasting corporations such as the BBC and CBC
produced films to comrnemorate the anniversary. The archives was used by the
BBC and CBC to collect background information on the history of the Hudson's Bay

C ~ r n p a n yIn
. ~addition to the contribution to films. the archives was called upon to
supply documents to enhanœ Company publications producad for the occasion.
These publications ranged from annual reports to posters that promoted the HBC1s

merchandise. The document that launched the company. the charter, was also front
and centre in the literature marking the anniversary-The image d the charter was

used on posters as Wl as certjficates that were given to astomers of the
company's stores."

Rie scholarly community also chose to ce(ebrate the HBC's anniversary by
contributhg to historical publications. Arades appeared in a nurnber d historical

prrblications, such as J i i s w New. The company enwurageci historians to Mite

arodes by Ming aiem kmw aiat the Archives Oepartrnent would assist them in their
researdi: The staff of the Company's Archives Department cames out limited
Of course the HBC's
research in the Company's records on behaif of inquirer~.~

own magazine, The Beaver, played a part in celebrating the terœntenary. Many
articles were submitted to The Beaver. It provided amttier avenue through which
the archives and the company reached out to the public. Many of these articles
depended heavily on information mntained in archival material. Articles were written
by historians, the edQr of the Hudson's Bay Record Society and former and current
company archivists.
Exhibitions were alço an important part af the celebrations of 1970. They
were staged in Britain and Canada. Exhibits were held in the company's stores, to
allow customers to be a part of the anniversary celebrations. The HBC also
organized a traveling exhibition as well as an art display. The exhibitions promoted
the company's anniversary, but also brought public attention to the archives. As a
public programming tool. the exhibition has long been a staple of archives: "Exhibits
... are useful in drawing attention to the resources in archival institutions and seme as

an invitation to further research.'" Through the anniversary exhibits, people were
able see tangible proof of the HBC's history and relive the adventures of the
"Company of Adventurers."
In Canada. the major exhibits of the terœntenary year were held and
organized in Winnipeg. The company chose to stage two kinds of exhibits; one

'' HBCN PAM RG 20121 4 Anniversary 300th - Canada, Miscellaneous, 19701972.
'O
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James G. Bradsher and Mary Ritzenthaler, "ArchivalExhibitsnin
ed. James G. Bradsher. Chicago: The Universrty of Chicago Press, 1989: 228.

emphasized art, whiîe the other foaised on history- The art exhibition heîd in the
cornpany'sWinnipeg store, included approximately 350 works by such artists as
Paul

The works exhibited came from pnMte calledors and the Glenbow

Museum in Calgary." The art depicted many scenes which romanticized the HBC's
past.
The historical exhibit organized in Winnipeg was one of the major efforts of
the company to mark its anniversary in Nomi America. It sumyed the history ofthe

Hudson's Bay Company from the 1670s to 1970. The exhibit was also designed
to travd, and whenever it went the HBC made an attmpt to give the display a local

fhvour. It diâ so by incorporatirtg archival material that doaimenbed the speafic
region's role in cornpany operations. There was great interest in the exhibit in
Canada and parts of the United States. The HBC encouraged the public to corne

and view the exhibit In particular, the company approached schools and helped
them to arrange tours of the e x h b i .
The major exhiblion held in London took plaœ at Baver ous se." It ran from
the 25 June to 17 July 1970 and was open to the public: "The Company's 50 tons
of archives [were] drawn upon for the purposes of the exhibition [to] tell how the

oldest chartered trading enterprise in the world has [faredj from every point of view
during the three centuries of its history."" The exhibit examined the fur Vade from
various perspectives. As well, the exhibit included material on topics of special

interest sudi as the

a British medical puMication used as a source of

information at HBC posts, religious life and the Orkney Islands."
'O HBCN PAM E.42 The Kane Farnily Fonds. Pauf Kane ranks among the more noted arîists
whose expeditions produced, among other things. depictions of aboriginal people. His
expeditions were qmnsored by the Hudson's Bay Company and took place between 1846 and
1851.
HBCAI PAM RG 201 2/ 4 Anniversary 300th Canada, Miscellaneous, 19704972'' lbid
" Beaver House housed the offices of the Hudson's Say Company.
HBCN PAM RG 20/ 21 8 Anniversary - 300th Exhibition, Lexington Intemational Public
Relations. Lexington International Public Relations was fim hired by the company to help
organize the 3001h anniversary celebrations.
" Many men from the Orkney Islands worked for the Hudson's Bay Company.

-

tike the 300th anniversary. plans to relocate the company to Canada began

in 1969. The m p a n y anisiâered a number d Canadian cities in which to rebcate
its haad office. In the end it was decided that Winnipeg was the best aioiœ because

1 had b e n home to the HBC's Canadian headquarters for over 100 years."
Once the headquarters of the HBC moved to Winnipeg. there was pressure
on the company to transfer the archives. The tnnsfer of the archives was not a new
idea. In 1932the company had given çome ansideration to moving the archives to

Canada. The idea d transfer was revived in 1964 by a noted Winnipeg doctor,
William Ewart. Dr. Ewart traveled to London and was overwhelmed by the amount
of matenal in the Hudson's Bay Company Archives on the history of western and
northern Canada. Ewart lobbied the company in an attempt to convince senior HBC

officiais that the archives belonged in Canada."

However, Dr. Ewart did not get a response from the HBC. In 1965 he wrote
again to Me Company to ûy to convince it that the archives should be transferred.
Eventually, the University of Manitoba and the governments of Manitoba and
Canada began to lend support to Ewart's efforts to have the HBCA in Canada.
Many Canadian institutions supplied reasons why they should be the repository for
the Hudson's Bay Company Archives. The University of Manitoba argued that it

wuld provide the best access to the records. The Public Archives of Canada felt that
its long standing relationship with the HBCA and role as a research centre made it a
logical choiœ. The Govemment of Manitoba argued that the records should be
placed in its archives because it coukf offer, arnong other things, newly remvated
faalities.
In the early 197ûs there were many arguments for and against the institutions
which wanted custody of the archives. According to Deidre Simmons, by early 1971

the company was agreeable to the idea of transferring the records to Manitoba. The
following year the Manitoba government informed Secretary of the HBC, Rolph
Huband, that it wished to assume custody of the archives. Although the Govemment
'O

Deidre Simmons, " 'Custodiansof a Great Inheritance'": 101

" Ibid: 96-97.

ofManitoba was willing to take aistody ofthe archives. the company stipulated that
it would retain ownership. In addition. Manitoba had to provide the appropriate

facilitk that wouîd allow pubtic access, piaœ miadilm ccpies of the records in
London and Ottawa and report to the HBC on a regular basis on the state of the
archives.
By 1973 the company agreed to the tramer the archives to the Provincial

Archives of Manitoba (PAM) in Winnipeg. The HBC1sBoard of Directon felt that
Winnipeg was the most logical place to situate the archivas because the company
had a long history in the province. In addition. it was felt thM the HBCA wuld
maintain a separate identity by moving to Winnipeg. While the archives would be
placed in PAM, it would be seen as a distinct responsibility centre within the
provincial archives. The formal proclamation d the agreement was made on the 31
July 1973, but the archives did not arrive in Manitoba until October 1974."
While the transfer was significant for the archives in generai. it was also
important in the development of the HBCA's public programmingfunction. Through

the agreement, access to the archives was widened and researchen were allowed
more freedom with regard to publication. In fact. the seaetary of the company,
Rolph Huband, argued that "the purpose of the archives atter relocation to Canada
ought to be twofold: to provide 'the widest possible accessibility to scholars' [and]

.

maximum encouragement of publicati~n."~
Clearly by placing its records in a major
public archives. the HBC saw its archives as a resource for a broader spectnrm of
society.
The celebration of the 30ûth a n n i v e ~ r of
y the cornpany was undoubtedly a
major event for the archives, the HBCA's public programming fundon alço
experienced further growth after the archives was transfened to Winnipeg. The
HBCA was ensconced in the Provincial Archives of Manitoba building in 1974.

However, the newly renovated PAM building did not reopen until the following year.

'' Ibid: 10% 108.
Ibid: 113.
HBCA/ PAM RG 9/ 615.7.1, position paper prepared by Huband, 29 November 1972.

When it reopened in 1975. it welcomed the public through a series of public
programming initiatives induding an exhibition and publications. The reopening was

a success, and indicateâ that the archives would ôe put to good use by the public:
"The public response to the opening in Winnipeg surpassecl al1 expectations, as

statistics in Mrs. Shirîee Anne Smith's report illustrate.ml In addoon, in the latter part d
the 1970s' the archives attempted to wnnect with the public through participation in
"National Archives Week." The HBCA's participation induded displays at the
archives and an open house that was held at nigM to allow a greater number of
people to take part.@
In the first 30 years of the HBCA'sexistence, 1 was mainly involved in public
programming to mate societal awareness of the archives. primarily for company
publicw and marketing purposes. The HBCA also engaged in public programs to
draw acaâemic attention to the cornpany's records that, in the words of Leveson
Gower. "are the source material of Western Canadian Hi~tocy."~
Pubiic programs
were directed at scholars, to make them aware of the archiws, but it was their
responsibility to leam how to use the HBCA. Archivists provideci few descriptive
aids to guide research. However. between the mid 1950s and the late 1970s a shift

began to develop in HBCA public programmingthat would more clearly emerge in
the 1980s and 1990s.
Evidence of this shift is seen in the broadening of the definition of the archival
user and the assistant archivist's position wiai regard to public programming. As wdl,
the participationd the archives in the 300th anniversary. and the transfer of the

archives to Manitoba fumer demonstrates Mat the HBCA was moving toward
public programs for al1 members of society. The public was invited to take paft in the

anniversary ceiebrations and events to mark the arriva1 of the archives at the
O' HBCA/ PAM RG 20/ 31 67 Reports - Annals of HBC. 1975-1981, letter to Roiph Huband,
Secretary of the Hudson'sBay Company from the Oeputy Minister of Recreation and Cultural
Affairs of Manitoba, 14 July 1976: 2. Shirlee Anne Smith was the head ardiivist of the HBCA at the
time of the transfer.
" HBCA/ PAM RG 201 3/ 27 Exhibits - exhibitions, displays, demonstrations, fairs (general).
O3 R.H.G. Leveçon Gower, 'The Archives of the Hudson's Bay Company":40.

Provincial Archives of Manitoba. These events drew attention to the archives, but
also marked the start of a much stronger emphesis in public programming on
educating the user on the nature of the reaxd and archivai research. The opening of

the HBCA to researchers with more MM
r-rch
experience required archivists
to become more involved in educating users to use the archives effectively.
in the second half of the twentieai œntury the public programming effortsof
the Hudson's Bay Company Archives changed. These efforts have become more
the archives own, in the sense that they are not as overshadowed by the
company's need to use its past for publicity purposes. The level of interest in the
holdings has meant that there has been a demand for public programming to allow
the public to gain a better understanding of the records. During the 1980s and 1990s
the Hudson's Bay Company Archives offered a variety of public programs which
indude publications, exhibitions. tours. a Web site and various çpecial events.
These programs incorporated more contextual description of the records to allow
users with different levels of knowledge to access and understand HBCA holdings.
In the 1980s. the HBCA began to pull away from its strong emphasis on
publication with the dissolution of the HBRS in 1983. The archives engaged in
public oubeach designed to enabte more researchers to use much more of the
archives directly themselves. The most significant public programs included tours,
special events and the introductionof the inter-libraiy microfilm program. The
emphasis the archives placed on these programming initiatives was a c l e indication
~
that the HBCA was making a concerted effort to build ties to the community. The
increase in the number tours offeredby the archives in the 1980s demonstrated the
HBCA's intention to find ways to educate the public about the uses of archival
resources. The archives' tours were d i r e at a variety of groups such as teachers.
university students, junior/ senior high students. aduit educaüon groups, researchoriented societies, professional associations,

fibrarians. the media and VIPS.~

Archivists at the Hudson's Bay Company Archives put a lot of thought into
HBCA/ PAM RG 20/ 31 46 Tours, 1981-1989.

the tour component of the archives' public programming fundion. Tour groups were
not just shown around the HBCA faalities but were educated in how to use the
findings aids and other researchtods.Archivists also laid out documents for tour
grwps to examine and offered instnicoon in how to handle the records. Finally, tours
often induded a talk by one of the arch~sts
on the history d the company and
archives itseKS
In addition to tours, the archives participated in a nurnber of special events
over the course of the 1980s. As one of the responsibility centres of the Provincial
Archives of Manitoba. the Hudson's Bay Company Archives participated in
"Archives Day." "Archives Day" was an event that was hosted by PAMmand the
Manitoba ûeparbnent of Culture, Recreation and Heritage. This event included
speeches as well as archival exhibits and tours. It was an opportunrty for

govemment officiais and the public to become more familiar with the archives.
Another event in which the HBCA became involved was "Research Day."
This event provided an opportunity for cultural instiaRions such as archives, libraries
s
displays and
and museums to infonn the public about Meir s e ~ œ through
information sessions. In the case of the HBCA, "displays [were] designed to
acquaint the public with the variety and uses ... d historical documentation preseived
in the provincial archives related to genealogy. callgraphy and nineteenth century

letter writing technique [and] gave the public a greater appredationfor the wfitten
As well. the introduction of the inter-library microfilm loan program in 1986
helped the archives to broaden its connection with archival usen beyond the walls of
PAM. The inter-library loan program was made possible by the microfilming of the

archives which began in the 1950s. While the program dealt primarily with the issue
of access to aie archives, it also made people in Canada and around the world more
Ibid.
The Provinciai Archives of Manitoba is part of the govemment of Manitoba's Department of
Culture, Citizenship and Recreation.
'' HBCN PAM RG 201 31 36 Exhibits - Archives Day.

aware of the Hudson's Bay Company Archives. The program emMed the archives
to establish connections with libraries, museums and other archives: T î m InterLibrary b a n Program Finding Aid on microfilm may be found in rnany univer-

and

legislatiw libraries and archives throughout Nath America and abroad, and is
availabîe for institutional ~ r c h a s e s . " ~
White the emphasis of the HBCA public programming dearly came to rest
on programs such as the tour. the archives W not ignore the value of publication.
HEC archivis& contributeû a number of artides to historical and archival publications.

Another important event that ocaineci in the 1980s with regard to the archives and
publication axicerned The Be-.

As Peter Geller points out, the tie between the

Company and The b v e r was downplayed in the 1980se The magazine was
try ng to estaMish "itself as an accurate and readable journal of popular history."sD By
the latter part of the twentieth century, The W v e r 1 sfoie as a t w l to inspire loyalty to

the HBC was no longer germane. This point was clarifed when free distribution to
employees œased in 1982 and the The Weaver began to court paying subscribers.
These changes at the magazine were important for the archives. The rreoientation of
the staff at Thetoward producing a publication that was more objective and

focused on Canadian history in general meant the archives would have yet another
outlet through which to mach the public.
In the 1WOs,the HBCA was also involved in a nurnber activities that raised

its profile and educated the public on the uses of the archives. Often a tour ti the
vault, is included in a general tour of the archivess'The opening of the new HBCA
vault and exhibition space on 26 April 1999 has made the stateof-the-art storage
faaliües of the archives a focal point d archival publiaty. These public programming

acavities also included publication and ~ ~ ~ u l t a ton
i oa nvafiety of projects outside
the archives. Publicationinduded thedesign and wnting of brochures that promote
a

O'

Hudson's Bay Company Archives, m ' sRav w
v Amives -etWtnnipeg : Hudson's Bay Company Archives, t 9%:l.
Peter Geller, 'Constructing Corparate Images of the Fur Traden:179.
Ibid: 180.
HBCN PAM, 'Tours- 1997 Resource File."

the archives. In addition. by acüng as a --nt

to writers and historians, the HBCA

has been able to widen links with members d the film. media and literary
The HBCA has acted as a r8souTce for various film projeas suai as "Empire
of the Bay." As wdl. authors have used the archives as a resoorce in the wnting of

fiction. A good example of this is a novel enti?Wm
lGmwhich was written by
Audrey Thomas and published in 1999. Thomas uses the journal entries of an
employee of the Company and supporting documents to mnstruct the story of
Gunn, a woman who went to work for the HBC disguised as a man.@Whether in film
or literature the archives has reœiveâ recognition wtiich has helped to demonstrate
@ retevance to Society. Contributions to the literary, media and film communities

represents another way in which archives educates society on the value of archival
matefial.
In addition to its adherence to traditional public programs, the Hudson's Bay
Company Archives has made an effort to estabiish links with the archival user via the
Web. This has b e n achieved through the Web site which was launched on 6

January 1997:
The lnternet site provides general information about the collection, its

contents and çome of the history surrounding the Hudson's Bay
Company. The site has a description of the holdi s, help and
resource pages and information on how to acœss
records through
inter-library loan. The site is also linked to rehted instihitions, indudin
a list of archives and libraries which hold miadilm finding aids. An on ine
finding aid describes the records of nearly 500 North American post and
idenMies microfilm availabie through inter-libary

%

y

The Web site has proven to be a successful venture for !he Hudson's Bay

Company Archives, as many people from around the world and across Canada use
it to obtain information about the archives. Through the HBCA Web site the user can

leam about the company, the archives, the inter-library ban program and visa the

image gallery. The Web site is a medium through which the user and archives can
alço interad through ernail conespondence. Web sites have quickly become an
Merilyn Simonds, 'An Orkney Viola in the hinterlands"in m
a
i Pqsi 16 October 1999: 9.
oWudson'sBay Company Archives, Information Fleiease Web site 14 February 1997: 1.

i m r a l and neœssary part d the public programrning efforts of many cultural
insohilions, includingarchives."
The success of public programs dewloped by the HBCA throughout its
hi-

provide a soiid fovidation on Michto aeam programs for the Mwe. The

tours offered by the archives have been very popular with many different groups

and users. The swœss of the tour program,
publication and the Web site i n d i a t a that there is ment in combing these foms of
public oubeach in the Mue. Many users 1-hmgreat distances from the archives and
can best access and learn about oie archives through the Web. lt is because of this
and have generated even more inter-

that the archives may want to consider Mure public programmingventures that
woulâ allow distant users to tour the archives. like any other visitor, from their

amputer terminal. A more detailed discussion of these future public programming
ventures is in the following chapter.
In the 1920s. the "Company of Adventurersnembarked on another
adventure Mat few corporate entities aven today are willing to take part in - aiat of
making m i r records available to interested outsiders airough an archives. Across the

twentieth century the archives developed a public programming fundon that has

allowed the HBCA to establish a relationship with archival users such as schdars.
genealogists and the general public. Public programming at the HBCA has focused
on publications, exhibitions, tours and. more reœntiy, the Web. Initially, public
programs such as publications, exhibitions and tours worked in tandem with the
company public relations department. During this time. the main objective of archival
public programming was to create societal awareness of the company and its past in
order to market its proâucts. Public programming initiatives such as the Hudson's
Bay Record Society.however, ernphasized the company and HBCA's early public

programming responses to acadernic interests in the archives. This approach to
public programming. whether aimed at the company staff, the social and business
alite or the "serious sdiohr," emphasized the creation of appreciation and use of the
William Landis, "Archivai Outreach and the World Wide Web,"prchiv-
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20 (2) (1995).

record with little emphasis on H6CA1sdesaipbon d the record or user educatïon.
This approach persisted for much a the early part ofoie twenoeth cenniry.
The period from the 1920s to 1950s was dominated by public prograrns that

created awareness arnong users. but left it up ta users to kam how to use the
records. During this penod in the evolrioon d HBCA public programming, 1 was felt
that because users were scholars they needed little instructionon the use of the

archives. However, this conception of public programming was eventually traded for
one that emphasized user education. The braadening d the definiaon of the user
and of the rofe of the archives' staff as well as the H E ' Stercentenary and the

transfer of the archives to Man-

marked the beginning of this new approach. In

the latter part of twentieth œntury the HBCA developed public programs that
emphasized user ducation through greater contexha1l p t Î o n of aie records.
Prqrams, such as the tour and the Web, now focus on teachirg users d al1 ages

and levels of knowfedge how to use the HBCA as a valuable sourœ for their
research. Public programming has gradwlly evoived to iindude a wider range of
users of archives and ensures that they not oniy have an appreciationfor the

archives but alsa the knowledge to use its records.

Chapter 3

The Future of Public Pr ramming at the Hudson's Bay Company
Archives n the Age of the Intemet

7

Initially, the public programrningfuncüon of the HBCA was pursued in the
shadow of the Hudson's Bay Company's public relations campaigns that aimed to
mate a general societal awareness of the company by drawing on archival recorâs.
The archives alço çought to encourage use of its holdings through publication. tours

and exhibits that were directed at accomplished saiolars who required little direction
in their utilization of archival resources. By the hte twentieth century the HBCA
developed public programs that continue to maintain the archives' position within the
scholarly community, but were also aimed at the general public. Its approach to
public programrningbecame l e s about contributing to oie societal awareness of the
cornpany, through publicity campaigns. and more about raising the profile of the
HBC records as a rich historical research resource. The HBCA's encouragement of

use has meant that public programs now focus more on teaching people how to use

the archives.
What is the future of public programming at the HBCA, archives in general

and parallel institutions such as museums? For many archives, the future has already
arrived. Archives have begun to update their public programs. This chapter will
suggest that the future of public programming lies with the abilw of archives, such as
the HBCA. to harness cornputer technology and strengaien ties with parallel

instiftibons in order to achieve the goals of aeating awarenesç and knowledgeable
users.
In the past, archives have designed public programs such as tours and
exhibits. These programs continue to give users the information to retrace the steps

of anœstors and delve into history. As well, oubeach has increasedthe profile of

archives and enoouraged use. For the most part archival public programming in the
twendieth century developed strategies that inüoduced archives to the user and
increaS8d use. Many of these strategies have been predicated on the user having a
certain amount of physical access to the archives or pciblkhed versions of records.
Arthur DougMy in the eariy part of the twentieth œntury culovated use through his
support of the historical profesion and publicationof archival holdings related to
Canaâian history.' Doughty's efforts. tike aKns of R.H G Leveson Gower, laid the
foundation for public programming in their r

e

m archivas, the National Archives

of Canada and the Hudson's Bay Company Archives.
Across the mid-twentieth œntury archives slowiy added other programming
strategies in an attempt to inmase their use. These strategies were directed at
speafic groups in saciety, which are often referred b as "trad'imI' archival users.

namely academics. studsnts and public servants2 However, towards the last
quarter of the twentieth century. tradlonal user grwps no longer found themsehes
alone in the research rooms of archives such as the HBCA. In the 1970s American
Alex Haley's book Bontg inspired many to study their own genealogy.' lncreasing

numbers of people began to go to archival institutions in search of tangible evidence
of personal history. Thus, the definition of the archival user expanded to include a
larger cross sedon of the general public. In addition, archival users were no longer
strictly adults. School age children alço began to come to archives to learn about the
past through the record.
Today, archives continue to ofFer familiar public programs to users such as

publications, exhibitions, tours and lecture series. The HBCA's tour program, for
' fan Wilson, "Shortt and Doughty: The Cultural Role of the Public Archives of Canada 19041935": 7.
Barbara Craig, 'OU Myths in New Clothes: Expectationsof Archives Users,"arc-45
(Spring
1998): 122.
' Alex Haley 's &g& was published in 1976. Poo& is the story of a black family across severai
generations, beginning in Africa in 1750. through enslavement in the United States, and ending
mid-twentieth century America. It was later made into a very popular television drama. Haley "is
often credited with helping revive American interest in genealogy." Geneaiogy.com, 'Selections
of the Foreword to Ethnic Genealogy: A Research Guide." 1996-2000:
http:/twww.geneaiogy.com (February 2001).

example, has enaôled the archives to establish a rdationship with junior and senior
high sdiool studenEs,universlty JRidenG and adult education groups as wel as ather

comrnmty organizations.' These tours act as an excellent introduction to the diverse
and rich archival hddings of the Hudson's Bay Company Archives.
While programminginitiatives, such as the tour, are useful t d s for the
archives, the development of the HBCA Web site in 1996 has already proven to
be a successful way to interact with users. Reœntiy, many archives have discavered

that the Web is fast becoming a key means of introducing archives to prospective
users. As well, the Web is a way for established users to make inquiries and search
findirg aids for records to enhance their research.' Some archives, and to a greater
extent museums and galleries, are also beginning to use the Web as a conduit for
furaier public programs. These programs indude exhibitions, tours and educational
kits that may enable archives, such as the HBCA, to mate greater awareness and
educated use of their holdings.
Archival and museum scholars, as well as people in other professions, have
begun to write about the shift that has acceleratd in the recent past in human ability
to gather. retain and disseminate information. This transformation is disaissed and
debated on many levels and is perceived as both a conœm and oppominity for
cultural institutions such as archives and museums. George F. MacDonaldand
Steven Alsford of the Canadian Museum of Civilization examine mis shift and assert
that there is a "need for museums to be present-minded, to address matters
relevant to current wncems, and to be sources of information...."" MacDonald and
Alsford suggest that while the material object remains important, museums must put
' Author's inteMew with Judith Hudson Beattie, Keeper, HBCA, Provincial Archives of Manitoba,
28 July 2000.
William Landis, "Archival Outreach on the WorM Wide Web" : 129-131.
Weorge F. MacDonald and Steven Alsford. 'Future Horizons: the lnformation Age and its
Implications for Museums," M w s & , J p f o r m (Winnipeg: Manitoba Museum of Man and
Nature and Communications Canada, Canadian Heritage information Network, 1990):28. This
article was presented at a conference heid by the museum communrty in Winnipeg in May 1990.
George F. MacDonald, formally of the Canadian Museum of Civilization, is now a Strategic
Planning Advisor for the Department of Canadian Heritage. Steven Alsford is employed by the
Canadian Museum of Civilization as the Web site manager.

more emphasis on promotingthemsehres as sources of pfimary information. Today
there are many sources d infwmatim that the public can access. MacDonald and
Alsford argue that museums 'must respond to the g r d n g demand for
understanding, by making their i~orrnatimresources more acœssibie to Me pubiic;

this means utilizing dl informationand cornmunicationtechnokgies now available.
They must respond to people's need to cope with information overload by
packaging information into meaningful bundles of knowkdge." The Web site is one
exampte of how museums and archives have organized information about
thernselves and their holdings to m a t e understanding and provide a point of accass
to their hddings. InstitutionalWeb sites are proving to be a sucœssfuI response to

the demand for information.
Avra Michelson and Jeff Rothenberg, in their extensive study of the effect of
computeflzed informationtechmtogy on the research process in American archives,

argue that ''the emergence of informationtechnoiogy is this œntury's most significant
development affecting archival practi~e."~
Developrnents in information technology
have broadened the spectrum of the types of records that archives acquire to
include electronic records. These records raise appraisal and description questions

for archivists because the provenance of electronic records is not easily discemed. In

addition, electronic recwds raise preservation concems because the technology that
allows them to be read becomes obsdete quickly. While changing information
technobgy raises these issues for archivists, the issue considered in this biapter is
how public programming may be affected and enhancecl by computerized

information technology.
The findings of Michelson and Rothenberg show aiat more and more

researchers are using the Web to conduct research and discuss their findings. The

' Ibid: 30.
Avra Michelson and Jeff Rothenberg, "Scholarly Communication and Information Technology:
A
Archiva55
Exploring the Impact of Changes in the Research Process on Archives,"(Spring 1992):237. Michelson and Rothenberg define information technology as "thecomputing
and communications technology used to obtain. store, organize. manipulate, and exchange
information.The definition includes computer hardware and software, as well as the
telecommunications devices and computer based networks that connect them ."

Web allows a researcher in Winnipeg. for exampie. to discuss quickly his or her

findings with a colleague in England. Geography is iess of a b a m r pfevmting
scholars from sharing tbeir wrk. ln addion. the Web is being used by professors to
advise and teach their students.Therefore, arch~sts
must make a concerted effort to

increase their knowledge a research and teaching pracüœs used on the Web and
oaier developments in informationtechnoiogy. Attention to techndogical change is
not only important because wnent researchers and students are using the Web, but
also &cause other possible users of archives are lMng imeasingly in a digital
environment.
Many archives have entered the digitai environment in some form. This is
evident with the presenœ of institutions such as the HBCA on the World Wide
Web. However. further enhanœments must be made to existing programming mat
involves cornputer techmlogy. At the same time archives cannot ignore the user's
frequent attachment to traditional record forms. As Charles Dollar indiCates in his

study of the effect of information technology on archival theory, the paperless office
has not yet been achieved; people still rely heavily on the "physicalentity

-- a piece

of paper with recorded information - that they can see and touch? In other words,
there is no substitute for the "real thing;" and, while there are people who want the
convenienœ of a digital copy and online finding aids, many researchers will corne to
archives to see, hear and touch the physical document. Thus, to increase awarenesç

and use, archives mua take advantage d the attractions of both new information
technology and tradional records to plan future public programs.
Like many cultural institutions. archives are asking themsetves, what can be

done to strengthen t M r presence in a society that is imeasingly reliant on

computerized information technology? How can cornputers be used effectively to
establish public programming that will mate more awareness and effective uçe of
archives? Archives and their cultural counterparts such as museums, galleries and
media outlets (such as Canadian Broadcasting Corporation) are investigatirg and
Charles Dollar,& c h i v m y a n d - T
Universty of Macerata, 1992): 36.

ed.Oddo Bucci (Macerata:

implementing prograrnmingthat rnakes use af many d the devaloprnents in
cornputer technology. The Web and CD-ROMs are consiâered to be valid options
for archives and parai@iinstihilionsattmptîng ta pramote the use of their institutional
Archives and their cultural counte<parts have diosen to approach information
technology in a vanety of ways. Most have opted for Web sites that offer another
way to communicate hours d operation and other basic information, as well as
redefine and âevelop public programs. Evidenœ of this is seen at the Canadian
Museum of Civilization (CMC). The CMC has spent a lot of time developing a
Web site that boasts a wide range of programming activities to attract people who

choose to visit the museum in cyberspace. The CMC Web programming offers
everything from basic information about the museum to a virtual tour of its many
exhibitions. In add'in, other cultural instihitiw such as the National Gallery of
Canada provide online exhibes, research databases and other programming that
allows distant users to study the work of Canadian and international aftïsts on the
Web. "

Another cuitural institution using cornputer tedmobgy to reach its clients is the
Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC). While not al1 radio stations are
considered to be "cultural" institutions, for many Canadians the radio arrn of the CBC
is very much a cultural iwn. In order to maintain its reiationstiipwith the Canadian

public, the CBC has initiated a radio service (CBC Radio 3) that will be entirely
Web-based. Like many other cultural institutions, the CBC has corne to the

conclusion that people under 30 years of age see the Web as one of their primary
Terry Abraham, 'The Next Step: Outreach on the World Wide Web," finnual Meetina of
- .
cietv of Rockv M o u m ArchivlsfS(June 6 1997): 1. Parallel institutions include museums,
galleries. libraries and media outlets.
" National Gallery of Canada, 'Nationai Gallery of Canada." 2000 (lad modified): http://
www.national.gallery/index.html. (June, July 2000).The National Gallery of Canada has recently
estabiished a database known as CyberMuse. In an insert in the m n a l PQg, CyberMuse is
described as an "online educational tool that gives people the chance to explore the National
Gallery of Canada's collection without leaving their homes." In addition, by togging ont0
CyberMuse, users can get information on artists and exhibitions. "CyberMuse takes outsiders
inside art," m a l Po& 27 May 2000: 4(E).
'O

sources d information. In a discussion with Alex Frame, vicepresident of the CBC,
David Akin, a reporter for the

Pqg, pointed out îhat "market researchfims

that speaalize in monitoring Intemet t r o S have predicted that many wnsumers.
paiticuhrly ywnger ones, will make Intemet radio or Webcasts increasingly

pop~lar.''~
The integrationof cornputer technology into archival public programming

provides many opportunities for archives to improve current public prograrns and
embark on new ones. These opportunities can be gleaned frorn the expansion and

redefinition af traditional public programming through Web-based formats. In
addition. the Web makes it possible for archives to coordinate programming
initiatives with other cultural institutions. In thefollowing pages various options for
archival public programming using cornputer technology will be discussed. These
options will also be considered in the context of the Hudson's Bay Company
Archives.
The four key aspects of archival public programming (image. awareness.

education and use) as outîined by Gabrielle Blais and David Ems remain useful
guides for public programming in the future. Cornputer technology enables archives
to alter their image, increase public awareness of their role, educate people more
fully about archives and encourage use.'Web-based programming promises to
create a better image of the archival instiMion at work. As wdl, Web initiatives may
establish an awareness among users that archives are not dusty atücs filled with
rdics, but instituaons working to keep up to date with changes in information

technology to ensure the use d archival holdings.
The Web is an inexpensive and effective way to educate people about

archives. A Web site is easily updated and accessible at any hour of the day. The
advantages of the Web have not been lost on the archival community." Teny

" David Akin, "CBClaunches radio site to attract youth market," m n a l P a 28 June 2000:
6(A)l 3 Gabrielle Biais and David Enns, "From Paper Archives to People Archivesn: 101.
l 4 Terry Abraham. "The Nex! Step: Outreach on the Wortd Wide Web": 1.

Abraham, an archMst at the UnNersrty of Idaho, S

m Collections, has been one

of the most vocal advocates of the advantages of the Web. Abraham first posted

information about his coliecüor~to a Gopher/ Web site in 1994. He argues mat
upromotionaIacovities of a traboonal nature can be given a boost by publicizing
thern through the instihition;il Web page as weil as through instihioonal and

Abraham's Special Collections Web site
international list sens and news gro~ps."'~
has an impressive inventory of archives that have a presenœ on the Web. His

sentiments, regarding the Web, are echoed by archivists. Many feel that the Web
represents a "new genre of archival repository outmach.. ..Wlb
In Canada, Web sites represent one of the prirnary efforts of the archival
community to use new information technologies in public programming. This is
evident by the list of Web sites compileci on the University of Saskatchewan
Web sites Vary in size from those
Archives Web site (www.usask.ca/ar~hiv8S/).'~
that simply give the hours of operation and a brief history ofthe archives to those
that offer exhibitions, sarnples of documents. finding aids and links to oaier related

sites.Archivai Web sites also differ in their level of organization and effectiveness.
Some are easy to use and aid archives in their attempts to stimulate and enable use;
others are not because of their confusing physical iayout and information. Effectiveîy
organized Web sites can contribute to the overall public programming strategy of an
archives.la
Archives. such as the HBCA, have posted operational and other basic
information to the Web. As well. the Web is being used as a way to redefine
traditional public prograrns (such as tours and exhibitions) and develop new
initiatives.The Web site of the Hudson's Bay Company Archives explains what the
archives offers. describes how the archives has been used in the past. indicates how

'"Ibid: 3.
William Landis,"Archival Outreach on the World Wide Web": 129.
l 7 The University of Saskatchewan Archives Web site not only provides a list of archives on the
Web, but also provides links to their sites. See http:/hww. usask.ca/archives. (June, July, 2000).
l e William Landis, "Archival Outreach on the World Wide Web": 129-131.
le

users may contact the archives and indudes a bief histocy o( the HBCA.lQThis
information is given on the introâuctory page or is accessible via links These links
also connect users to a variety of public services and programs that combine both
text and image to mate aWiilBneSS. eûucate users and encourage use of the
record." Pages dealing with frequentiy asked questions, the inter-library ban
program, online finding aids, bibliographies, image galleries and a vaut tour
demonstrate the services and programs offered by the HBCA Web site.
Information originalîy provideci to users via such traditional means as printed
brochures remains critical. The Hudson's Bay Company Archives' Web site allows
users to obtain curçory knowledge of the archives to inspire further exploration
through oniinefinding aiûs and email inquiriesa These parts of the Web site answer
questions about what the archives contains. They provide. for example, the
informationon a particubr trading p s t or company employee. However,
components of the Web site such as the image gallery demonstrate how the
archives could expand its presence on the Web. The HBCA's image gallery is an
example of how one archives is offering programming that is not simply meant to
attract users who enjoy physical aacçess to the archives. but distant uses w b s e
access to the HBCA may be lirnited to the Web. The Web is making "archives not

only ... plaœs to visl but ... also networked seMces to access intelligently, flexibly,
and approprtately from afar?

" Maureen Dolyniuk, ed., 'Hudson's Bay Company Archives." 1996:
http:llwww.gov.mb.cakhc/archives/hbcalindex-html. (1999-2000)
20 According to Jean-Stephen Piche of the National Archives of Canada. Intemet linkages open
up a "new rofe for archives as research and knowledge-base pointers to informationresources in
other archives, government, and the private sector." See his "Doing M a t ' s Possible with What
We've Got: Using the Worid Wide Web to lntegrate Archival Functions,"-661

(1998): 119.

'' Maureen Dolyniuk, ed., "Hudson's Bay Company Archives." 1996:
http//:www.gov.mb.ca/chc/archiveSmbca/inde~.
h t . (1999-2000). The Web site is proving to be
extremely valuable to HBCA public service and programming. Evidence of this is seen in the
45,000 hits that the site received in May 2001. The aforementioned statistic is attributed to Barry
Hyrnan, Provincial Archives of Manitoba.
a Ronafd Weissman, 'Archives and the New Information Architecture of the Late I99Osn: 34.

Web sites must be developed beyond the provision of basic information?

The HBCA image gallery msists of a var* of groupings of graphic matenal
arranged amund a theme. At the present time there are four image galleries. These
galleries f o a s on the works d artists Ronald Seaie and Kathken Shackleton. as well
as HBCA Post Maps and the HBCA's Docurnentary Art Collections of Hudson's
Bay Company Calendars." The number of images induded in each gallery ranges

from as few as nine to wefl over fi-five. The images can be enlarged to enhance
the view by clicking on a selected sketch or painting. The work of Seale and
Shackleton and aie calendars depict important events and individuals in company
history such as the signing of the Charter. the voyage of the Nonsuch and meetings
with Aboriginal people. The sketches and paintings are alço accompanied by

captions that have b e n supplied by aie artist or archivist. The map gallery provides
a cartographie depidon of various parts of Canada where the HBC had trading

posts. The maps are augmented by links to aie archives online finding aids aiat help

users to locate information on a patiilar posta
The archives' Web site also has an "IllustratedTour" of the new vault space

built between 1997 and 1999 to house the majority of the collection. The tour is
introduced by a short textual description of the vault which indudes a history of its
construction and objectives. A link is provided at the bottom of the description that
leads to the "lllustrated Tour." The tour consists of a series of static views of the vautt
and its contents. The photographie views are accompanied by captions. While the

Basic information includes hours of operation, contact information, mission staternents and
institutional histories.
'' Ronald Seale was contracted by the Hudson's Bay Company !O provide humorous cartoons for
a publication to celebrate the company's tercentenary in 1970. The comical drawings produced by
Onpra: Anof the
Seale were compiled in a publication entitted The w t Fur Trv. 1670-1970g Kathleen Shackleton, sister of explorer Emest Shackleton. was
hired by the Hudson's Bay Company in 1937. She produced frfty-five portraits of HBC emptoyees
and individuals associatecl with the company. (Maureen Dolyniuk, ed., "Hudson's Bay Company
Archives." 1996: http//:www.gov. mb.ca/chc/archiveshbca/index.htm1. (1999-2000)
25 The HEC had posts in various parts of Canada from Newfoundland and Labrador to British
Columbia, the Yukon and Northwesî Territories. As well, posts were estaMished in Alaska, Hawaii
and parts of the continental United States.
23

main focus of the tour is ansmation. it also gkes users an idea of the archives as a
The format of the Hudson's Bay Company Archives' image gallery and

Webbased tour is one of the most common ways to m t r u c t a virtual exhibition on

the Web. Many culhirai insotuoocrs, as well as businesses.

have chosen this fomat

to display m i r holdings or productç. The National Archives d Canada has a number
of exhibits which can be viewad by going to its Web site (www.archives.ca). The
NAC exhibiis work in much the same way as the HBCA's image galiery or vault

tour. An introductory page of the online exhibit provides textual background
information and links to the exhibits themsdves. The user can decide which exhibit to
view. He or she can click through several pages of scanned documents which can be
enlarged for a doser look by simply clicking on the image. This type of exhibit
contributes to the NAC' s abilty to create awareness about its h~ldings.~
However, other cultural institutionsare more ambitious in their attempts to
construct viftual exhibits and tours on the Web. A number of museums have chosen
to replicate thefeeling of being in one of their galleries. The user clicks on a map of
the museum, selects a parücular gallery and may view its contents online as if he or
she is physically walking through the exhibition spaœ. Some museum sites even
boast that users mn get close enough to see bru& strokes on a painting or the detail
on artifacEscEsa
Sites facilitating these types of exhibitions or tours are becoming more

prevalent. One site entitled "ArtMuseum.ner bnngs together major exhibitions and
makes them available to people online? Usen walk through the virtwl exhibit as ii
they were actually there, experiencing a multimediagallery that indudes listening to
sound clips, reading letters and looking at sketches that complement the items on
display. Still, the sites' creators, the lntel Corporation and contributing museums,
Maureen Dolyniuk, ed.,"Hudson'sBay Company Archives." 1996:
http//:www.gov.rnb.ca/chc/archiveshbca/index.htm1. (1999-2000)
2' National Archives of Canada. "National Archives ot Canada." 1995: http: lEwww.archives.ca.
(MayJuly 2000).
Chris Knight, "Finaily. fine arts gaileries where you won1 be bothered by guards,"
26 January 2000:4(8).
Ibid.

m

a

insist that "the site sedcs to serve as an extension, n ~atrepiaœment, for aie live
The Canadian Museum of CMlization is a Canadian example of an institution

which has designed a somewhat more smbitious fomi of the vimial tour to be a part
of its Web-based outreach. Visitors to the CMC Web site are presented with a
variety of links to pages ufferinginformation about the museum, its public seMces
and oukreadi. The majonty of the outreach initiatives on the Weô site take the form of
an exhibit or tour and consist of staüc images with awriplementary captions. The
online displays are divided into sections that represent the various galleries or
exhibition halls.3'
However, the Canadian Histoiy Hall offen the user an opportunity to take a
virtual tour of CMC exhibits that deal with Norse setüement in Newfoundland,
Europeanexploration, whaling, earty Acadia, the fur trade. the Metis and a host of
OMer topics. In total the tour of the Canadian History Hall ainsists of twmtyone
modules Mat are viewed with the help of Quicktime softwareg The selected module
is seen as a separate panorarnic movie. The movie c m be viewed at the users'
ieisure through the use of the W and rgM arrowç or by dicking and draggmg the
mouse in a particuîar direction. Tour participants aîso have the ability to step doser to
documents or aitifacts by using the shift key to zoom in, and the control key to zoom

out? The format of the virtual tour enables the uçer, to a certain extent, to interact with

the items on display and the institution in which they are exhibited. Still, the hope of
mis fom of public prograrnming is to inspire the vimial tour participant to one day

corne out from behind the cornputer screen and visit the rnuseum in person?
" Ibid.
Canadian Museum of Civilization,"Canadian Museum of Civilization."December 1994:
http:lEwww.civilization.ca/cmcl: (May-August 2000)
" Quicktime is a software package that can be used on an Appie or PC that allows the user to
experience a variety of media (Le., sound, graphies, video and tex') in a digital environment.
Apple, "Quicktime"2000: http://www.apple.com/quicMime.
Canadian Museum of Civilization,"Canadian Museum of Civilization.* December 1994:
http:l~.civilization.ca/cmc:
(May-August 2000).
'' Ibid.

The ooncept of the virtual tour has also been used by many oümr

organizations to reach possible clients. The virtual tour is now being used to seIl real
estate. Tours on the Wab allow prospective dients, from near or far, to view houses
for sale in a variety of locationstions
The tour is COllStrWXed with a "specialcarnera to
capture digital video. which was wnverted into moving images that visitors to ... [the]

-

site can control panning the view either direction, stopping it or zwming in on
parts? Atthough few people are purchasing a home soleiy on the basis of a

amputer generated showing, the virhial tour is "a prdiminary stepna
The static form of the virtual exhibition or tour, offered by the Hudson's Bay

Company Archives and the National Archives of Canada. represents a good
example of a public programming strategy that mates interest in archival holdings.
However, a more interactive sdf-directed exhibiion or tour may further increase the
archives ability to create awareness and encourage use in the future. The virhral tour
has b e n successfully applied in the rnuseum and real estate context. Why not
apply it to archives?
The suggesbon d the integration of a virtual tour into the public programming

strategies of archives. may give some reason to ask whether 1 is feasible. Are aie
materials that archives contain conducive to the museum and real estate manifestation
of the virtual tour? One might argue that the configuration and the hoidings of a
museum enable it to stage an interactive virtual tour with greater ease than an
archives. Museums are desgned as exhibition spaces which the tour participant can
view. Archives have very little of their holdings on open display and are not

designed to do so to any great extent. Still, archives could map out spaces within
their institutional walls that may provide the subject matter for a viftual tour. In so
doing, a virtual tour could introâuœ people to the kinds of materials and services
available and the variety of work done by archives.
An archival virtual tour may be envisioned as consistïng of the reception area.
35

Grant Buckler, 'Buying or selling a home? A Viftuai tour can help,"Globe31 MMarch

2000: 9(E).
36 lbid.

r a n g rwm, exhibition space.conservation lab and vauk The r e m o n area
would ad as a kind of compass that aids the user in ctiarting a couse through the

viftual tour. laying out the options of Msiong the reading room, exhibition space,

conservation iab or vauit If the tour participant dwxises to enter the reading room, he
or she would be aMe to get an idea d the area in which research is mndwted and

the services availabk (i-e., cornputer teminals. miadilm readers. finding aids and
listening booths for sound records). In addion, the reading r o m caild introduce
potenüal users to a variety of media that define araiival collections. Users could be
introduced to text, cartographie. sound and photographie materials by dicking on
samptes laid out on tables in the virtual reading room. An explanation of the
document type could be accessed as a text or -und file.
If the tour paiticipant selectç the exhibition space. he or she might view

related documents that have been pulled together as a record of a speafic person,
organization or place. The exhibition mutd act as a way to mate awareness of the
amount af information on a speafic topic and inspire viewers to mme to the archives
in searai of fuither material. Entering the consenmtion lab. one might view different

types of documents such as maps or doaimentary art in the process of k i n g
treated by the conservator. Finally, a trip to the vault would explain how documents
are stored and demonstrate the volume of records that are presewed by archives

such as the Hudson's Bay Company Archives. In addition to the visual and textual
elements of a# tour. an archives may indude sound files representing an online tour

guide.
Aside from the virtual tour, the institutronal Web site may be an excellent

forum in which to reiaunch other public programming initiativesthat have k e n
successful in the past. In the case of the HBCA. documents originally published by
the Hudson's Bay Record Society (HBRS) between 1938 and 1983 could enjoy
renewed populanty in an online format. In fact, this is one of the future initiatives that is
being considered by the HBCA.'' A rnodsl for such an initiative can be fwnd in the

'' Author's interview with Judith Hudson Beaîtie, Keeper, HBCA, Provincial Archives of Manitoba,
28 July 2000.

Champlain Society vuhich has reœntiy begun to promote and pubiislish Canadian
documentary history online." This may reestablish or raidorce ties wîth the

Champlain Society that proved

to the initial publication of HBC recorâs in

For years the Champlain Society has published documents pertaining to
Canadian history in book fom. Now, the soaety.with the help of the Earîy
Canadiana Online prqec?,is in the proces of creating Webbased versions of its
bound volumes d significant documents in Canadian history:

Early Canadiana Online (ECO) is a collaborative research project to
provide Web access to a digital library of pfimary sources in
Canadian history from the first European contact to the late 19th
century. The collection is particulariy stro in the stbpct areas d
literature, women's history, travd and e oration, Move studies
and the history OI French Canada. The riy Canadiana Online (ECO)
colleaion is made up of images and pages in selected books and
pamphletsP

2

Users of the ECO site are able to gain acœss to documents by searching according
to title, author, subject or keyword. Once a document is selected the user is
presented with a "scanned image of the page.. ..na
The publication of the Hudson's Bay Company records initially involved the
transcription of a seleded document, accompanied by an introductionby a historian
and footnotes written by a HBCA archivist. Publication of the records in this format
represented an effort on the part of the HBC to give historians and academic

institutions access to the records. However, the Web ensures wider acœss and
awarenesç of HBC documents because of electronic publication. The elecbonic

publication of the original Hudson's Bay Record Society volumes represents an
excellent way to use the Web in archival public programming. It also acts as a way
to preserve the physical editions of these volumes which are considered to be rare
Early Canadiana Online 'Early Canadiana Online." 1998-2000: http:/hww.canadiana.org.
(June, July 2000)The Champlain Society, as of July 2000, had posted 15 volumes of published
documents via the 'Early Canadiana Online project."The documents may be accessed through
www.canadiana.orgor the link at champlainsociety.ca.
Ibid.
'O lbid

and often must be cared for in rare book rooms Mich are not easiîy aco~ssibte.
Online publications awld be further enhancd by accompanying ttiem with

were made available in sdiool resource rooms or dir-

from the archives. Since

many schools now have Web access, the Web is fast becoming a way to
supplement the information communicated oraliy by teachen. printed textbooks and
traditional archival material. Infad, Statistics Canada reports that about 90 percent of
school students have access to the Internet."
The HBCA could devise sets of questions and ac0Mties to accompany

online publications of Peter Fidler's Joumals or George Simpson's Character Book.g
HBCA public programming would then be available to sstdents and teachers not

only locally, but al1 over Canada and around the w d d . Online educational kits pulling
together archiva1 documents that are a m p a n i e d by stnictured ieaming adivioes
have many benefits. Archives wuld reach out to the community to encourage the

use and presenmtion of records. Teachers and studentç cwld gain awareneçç of the
archives and a greater understanding of the Company's major rde in the history of
Canada.
Archives in Canada and the United States are creating similar programs on
their Web sites. Two examples can be found by going to the Web sites of the
British Columbia Archives and the National Archives and Records Administration of
the United States. The British Columbia Archives' Web site incorporates a program
for school age children entitled "Archives Tme Machine." In cooperation with lndustry
Canada, aie archives has established a Web-based outreach initiative that allows
children to learn about the province's history through pnmary

The

'' Foster Smith, "Outof the classrwm,"w n a l Po& 5 August 2000: 2(E). This article also points
to the growing use of the lnternet in University cumculums across Canada
Peter Filer's Journal and George Simpson's Character Book are among the many documents
that were originally published by the Hudson's Bay Record Society.
British Columbia Archives, 'British Columbia Archives." July 2000 (las modified):
http://www.bcarchives.gov.bcca (May-July 2000).

National Archives of the Unitad Statescreated what it calls the "Digital Classroom."
The dassroom incorporates a mnety of lessons that consistof documents with

related adMoes. The lessons encourage teachers to faalitate the physical and
intellectual analysis d documents, and suggest that stuâents shaild write a report or
parbcipate in other c
r-

aCPMfie~.~

Many Webbased initiatives are interactive sudi as virtual tours. exhibitions
and online eûucabianal kits. They aiillow the user to direct his or her own research and
exploraüon of archival records and the archives itsetf. A further suggestion for future
interactive public programrningon the Web cornes from the museum community. It
rnay allow a doser connedon betwaen archives and their users. As Suzanne Keene
suggests in her book

*

.

C-ns:

M w u m s and

I n f a m o n A g g "Web

pages ... can invite elecbonic visitors to contribute their knowiedge, experience and

~pinions."~
Keene cites the Henry Ford Museum in ûearborne, Michigan as an
wtia visit
exampie d a cuitural instiMion which çeeks the contributions of ind~duals

the Web site: "It has invited visitors to its World Wide Web pages to contribute
their own reminiscenceç about iconic cars ... for posting on its pages."'"As Keene
suggests, not al1 of the submissions will be of great interest. but may provide
information for research k i n g done by the museum.
The idea of visiton contnbuting to an institutional Web site in the manner

previously suggested may act as another form of Web-based outreach for the
HBCA. The archives could invite past and present employees of the HBC stores

to contribute their remembranœs of employment with the Bay via email or by
signing into a virtual staff memory book. Often, this type of initiative requires the

archives to monitor the Web site and I& content regularly. Therefore, an initiative
calling for the contributions of site visitors may be considered time consuming. It may

" National Archives and Records Administration of the United States, 'National Archives and
Records Administration of the United States." August 2000 (last moâified):
http:lhivww.nara.gov/education.
'' Suzanne Keene, Dianal -g~d
the l
m &g (London: ButterworthHeinemann, 1998): 17.
Ibi.

be advisable that this type of initiative have a limited posting to the institutional Web
site. Nevertheless, this public program may be a way to find knowledgeable
ind~dualswho migM be interested in volunteering to bad tours of the archives or
perform other work in support of the HBCA.
Aside from Web-based initiatives, the HBCA may also want to consider
inwrporating CD-ROMs into its puD!ic programming initiatives. CDROMs are
another fom of wmputer technalogy that has many bemfïits. Due to m i r vast
-rage

capaaty, CDROMs offer an aiternative vehide which archives and many

other cultural inçohitions can use to present numerous public programrningactivities
such as vimial tours, exhibitions and educational kits. CPROMs have aie abilw to
demonstrate the diversity of archival collections. They are able to transmit text,
image, sound, film and video files. CD-ROMs are often seen to be a form of
computer technology that is past its prime. In fact. CD-ROMs "are unquestionably
the third main delivery platform at present. Few desktop cornputers are sdd

nowadays without CD-Rom drives."" H e m , the CDRom rernains a way for
archives and o t k r cultural insütutjons to ïntegrate computer technology into their
public programming strategies and conneci with individuals who rnay not have an
Intemet mnnection.
Thus, informationtechnology provides many public programming
opportunitiesfor witural institutions such as archives Archives in Canada, (such as
the HBCA). and in the United States have demonstrated their ability to integrate

cornputer technology into instituûonal wok. The HBCA and ooier cultural institutions
continue to develop Web sites that enable them to becorne an online destination for
today's cyberexplorer. Through Web initiatives, archives are creating anoaier forum
in which the user can expefience archival instihioons. gam a

m to the records,

interact witk archivists and obtain some understandingof the W r e of archival work.
The acceçsibility of archives on the Web will most definitely mate çome challenges
such as an increase in inquiries that take time to proœss. Questions about the use of

computer technology in archives also centre around copyright and MW
digitized
" Ibid: 54.

documents may ôe manipulated. Despite aiese reservatbns. archives must

continue to consider its integration into public programming.
In an interview on 28 July 2000,Me Keeper of the Hudson's Bay Company
Archives, Judith Hudson 6eattie. quickiy acknowîedged the importance of the
institutional Web site to the archives' fvicoons. AMwgh the site contains an image
gaîlery and illustratedtour of the vauit, Beaüie pointed out that ?he first thnist of the
Web site is to promote access to the records.naWhiie the archives has gone to

great lengths to generate paper-basedfinding ai& for reading rmm use, ûeatoe
feels that the Webbased versions are easier to use and facilitate access to the
records more readily. In addition. other Web-baçed tools such as the genealogical
guide have met with a welwme response frorn users.*

ûeattie feels that the republication of the HBRS volumes on the Web would
grant futher access to the r-rds

and to a series now frequently reseided in

collecting institutions due to its ranty. Futher euidence d the HBCA's commitment to
facilitating access to itç records online is its participation in the CAIN (Canadian
Archival Information Network) project. The objective of CAIN is to link Canadian
archives for the purpose of providing users with information on archival resources.
The HBCA has chosen to emphasize access to its records on the Web because,

as Beattie also points out: "ln many ways public s e ~ c is
e the Hudson's Bay
Company Archives' greatest public program.

The HBCA's finding aids. inter-

library ban program. correspondence and email and referen~estaff services have
done much to create awareness and promote the use of the archives.
One way the HBCA can bolster its public programming effoas through

public secvice is to further develop online finding aids. In doing so the archives is

considering adding the necessary contextual description needed to help users make
more infoned research decisions. The HBCA is currentiy looking at the work of Bob
Author's interview with Judith Hudson Beattie. Keeper, HBCA, Provincial Archives of Manitoba,
28 July 2000.
'O IW.
Ibid.

Kraw-,

d the the Archives of Ontario. and that d the National ArchW d

Australia (NAA). Bath the NAA and Krawczyk address the issue of how the
arrangement of records can be improved by taking a âiierent view of established
principles of arrangement and by using hypertext cornputer technology to ptesent

that view to users. This different view of arrangement has k e n developed by the
NAA and is being studied by many archives around the world. In Canada, Krawczyk

is at the forefront of the W C ~ M S who
~ S are begîming to ttiink about revised
approacfies to arrangement based on the ideas of the NAA.
Krawcryk observes Mat problems have arisen from the current methods of
anangement for institutional records. The key question is how can archives best
r e m the context of the creation of records, so that the evidence they wnvey may
be as thoroughly understood and as accessible as possible? He follows the

Australian approach to this by rnaking records series (or indidual records keeping
systems) rather than the fonds (or al1of the reaxds of a given records creator) the
focal point of arrangement and description. The main problem with the fonds-based
approach (which is advocated by many in Canada) is that it has been applied in
ways which obscure the context of the creation of the records. Records have been
assigned to one fonâs in a descriptive system, such as mat prescribed by Canada's
Rules for Archival Description, when they actually belong to many fonds because
they have been created by more Man one creator? Krawczyk suggests: "What is

needed is a systern for capturing and demonstrating as accurately as possible the

multiple creators who contribute to a particuiar series over time and in hierarchies, and
for giving information about the creators that provides context for understandingtheir

record^."^ AlMough this system does not make the fonds aie first goal of descriptive
work. the result is that al1 of the records uf a given creator can be idenofi~edby linking
'' BOb Krawczyk, 'Cross

Reference iieaven; The Abandonment of the Fonds as the Primary
(Fall 1999): 131. For
Level of Arrangement for the Ontario Government Records,"Archiv-48
further discussion of the problem in applying the fonds concept, see Terry Cook. 'The Concept
of the Archival Fonds in the Post-Cuçtodial Era:Theory. Problems, and Solutions,"Archiva35
(Spring 1993): 24-37. For the Australian model see the Web site of the National Archives of
Australia at www. naa.gov.au.
52 lbid: 145.

al1 r m d s series (in effect, al1records d a Qven creabor)îo their aeatois. This
system. enhanced by various acœss points, such as creator'sfuictions. Mes and
subject keywords embedded in the records descriptions. enables researchers to
locate and see in amtext much more of the records which rnay be of interest to
As both the NAA and Bob Krawczyk point out. the establishment of the links
between creating agencies and the record is becoming more important as ekctronic

records become part of the day-tMay work of govemments and corporations. The
Web is considered to be one of the best envirnnnients for archives to dernonstrate

the links between creators and records. Rirough the use d hyperlinks the user can

move frorn a history of the creating agency and its fumtbns to pages which describe
"succesor and predecsçsor agencies. ail subordinate agencies ... and a list of each
series...."- In the proceçs the user not only accesses records. but a greater

understanding d the mntext ofmation. The provision of greater wntextual
description helps users to better guide their own researdi.
As previously discussed the Hudson's Bay Company Archives has taken

steps to put many of its public reference services on the Web to aid researchers in
Meir exploration of company records. The ideas of the NAA and Bob Krawczyk are
being considered as a possible way to improve HBCA finding aids. The separation
of creators and records, and the establishment of links between them rnay allow the
HBCA to provide more contextual description to explain the evolution of company

structures such as fur trade posts, the company land. retail and fur department and
the HBC as a whole. By putting emphasis on contextual description the HBCA
f urther augments itç public programming efforts to educate the public through

reference s e ~ c e s .
The public reference s e M œ function is increasinglybeing seen as providing
key public programming oppominiües. American archivist David B. Gracy points out
Ibid: 146-147 Rules for Archival Description or RAD is the standard that has been devebped by
Canadian archivists to guide the anangement and description of archival records.
" Ibid: 148.
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that traditionaliy "the referonce archivist is one who seives as a signpost beside the
informationpath assisting uçerr n getong on track, or staying an @ad< in ternis of

arahral resourœsnSHowever, Gracy goes on to argue that this basic definition no
loriger hdds up in the informationage. The concept of reference is changing: "While
the reference arct7Mst certainly continues to satisfy the longestablished function of
pointer, the reference archivist, in addition, has a new and different role to play,
m e i y as a front-line marketer of the archivai service in Society.""
As Judith Hudson Beatttie notes, aie archives' connection with the public

remains as much a priority today as it was when wstady of the HBCA was
transferreâ to the Province of Manitoba in 1974. ToQy. the archives continues to
provide the public acoess and outreach that the Hudson's Bay Company stipulated
as a condition of the transfer of ownership of the archives to the province in !994.
Thus, in the future, as Beatüe intimates, the Hudson's Bay Company Archiws plans

to combine referenœ and pubiic prograrnming efforts. This will involve the Web and

building on past initiatives in order to reach users. The HBCA hopes to augment
finding aids currentiy posted on the Web site wiM infmation on cartographie.
documentary art and photographie collectbns. In addiaon, the archives hopes to
further improve al1finding aids by providing greater contextual description online.
The genealogical guide will also remain an important feature of

the Web site?

Publication ts seen as another way to provide access and public prograrnmingto the
archival user. Finally, the archives sees poççibilities in networking with other archives
through CAIN in order to improve awareness and use of the archives in Canada and
around the world.

In addition to establishing a wnnection with users via the Web, the HBCA
will continue building its relationship with the public in other ways. The tour program
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David B. Gracy, 'Reference No Longer is a 'P" Word: The Reference Arehivist as Marketef:

172.
Ibid.

'' Genealogists account for approxirnately haif of the users of the Hudson's Bay Company
Archives. (Author's interview with Judith Hudson Beattie, Keeper, HBCA, Provincial Archives of
Manitoba, 28 July 2000).

remains a popular fixture in the progamming initiatives of the archives. However. the
HBCA also hopes to r e m out farther into the mmunity. partmdarty in the North.

There is great potentialfor the HBCA to foster interest in northem communities in
their history. The HBCA ha- a mith of information on the history of noraiern
mmmunities. Many people in these communities worked for or had some
involvement with the Hudson's Bay Company. Therefore, the archives hopes to
wnnect with communiaes by talking to various grwps, interviewing cammunity
leaders and ccntinuing to participate in segments on CBC Radio North that deal with
the history of the Bay.'
The Hudson's Bay Company Archives is also working with the Manitoba
Museum of Man and Nature (MMMN) to enhanœ acœss and promote use of its
records. Judith Hudson Beattie would like to see doser formal links between the
archives and the museum. The MMMN has a very popular exhibit gallery devoted
to the Hudson's Bay Company, which might provide a venue for a cornputer
terminal to connect to the HBCA holdings. In addition, the museum has expertise
with volunteer programs aiat rnay aid the archives in establishing its own program.
Volunteers could lead tours and do some other archiva! duües. Finally, the HBCA is
considering participating in a traveling exhibit that is being organized primarily by the
MMMN and the Hudson's Bay Company. While the archives does not wish to be

involved to the same extent as the museum and the company, the HBCA does
feel that a small contribution

providas an opportunity to reach potential users across

Canada?
The Hudson's Bay Company Archives is in the process of planning for future segments on CBC
Radio North. There is also some thought that these segments, conceming the history of the
company, may became available to listeners in southern Manitoba. In 1996 HBCA staff members
Anne Morton, Tarnmy Hannibal, Maureen Dolyniuk and Judith Hudson Beattie provided stories
from the Hudson's Bay Company Archives to an interview series on CBC Radio North. (Maureen
Dolyniuk. ed., 'Hudson's Bay Company Archives." 1996:
http:llwww.gov.mb.ca/chc/archiveshbca/~ndex.h m . (1999-2000)
" Author's interview with Judith Hudson Beattie. Keeper, HBCA, Provincial Archives of Manitoba,
28 July 2000. The HBCA also continues to be an active participant in professional and histarical
conferences such as the Polar Library Colloquy held in June 2000. The archives contributes
informationon the fur trade and other aspects of western and northem Canadian history. The
aforementioned information is attributed to Barry Hyrnan, Provincial Archives of Manitoba.

The Manitoba Museum of Man and Nature approaches public programming

in a somewhat similar manner to the archives. Its programs. to name a few, ako
consist of exhibitions. tours. publications and a Web site. However, the museum
has also developed a variety of other formal public programs that go beyond the
tour, publication. exhibit or Web site. The programs that have been developed
show the degree to which the public programming funetion is embedded in the
overall operations of the museum. In addition, they demonstrate how the museum

continues to axinect with its visfiors and aüract new ones.The program also
suggests ways the HBCA could develop further public programming initiatives.
Programs developed by the MMMN include Inmvato~sin the Schwls,
Traveling Exhbitions, as well as courses and workstiops. Through lnnowtars in the

Schools, the museum "matches professional scientists, engineers and technologists

with al1grade levels ... throughout the province."@'This program encompasses
"actMties[that] include classroom presentations, science d&s and other m a l

events."' Traveling Exhibitions is a ban program that "makes it possible for a broad
national and international audience to aaccaçs the Museum's laitage and science
pro gram^."^ The intent of this program is to eçtablish ties with other institutions and

users, and generate funds to develop future exhibits.
In addition, the MMMN establishes links with the community through its work
with other museums and rnuttiadhiralgroups. The rnuseum Mers a program known

as the Museum Advisory and Training S e m e (MATS) that "assis6 museums and
heritage organizations in the province by providing advice on technical and other
mat ter^."^ The museum advises other institutions on issues such as exhibition

design, grants and collection management. Ties to the communw have also been
established with Aboriginal and rnulcukural groups Mrough an internship program.

Finally, programs developed çpecifically with the Hudson's Bay Company
Manitoba Museum of Man and Nature,f
98): 8.
'' Ibid
Ibid: 9.
lbid: 8.
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M w m Collecoon in mind consist d many things. Some examples are "arüfact
idenbjficatian dinics, traditional craft displays..?

and special events which involve

musicians and dancers from Ihe commmty.
tike al1 archives and museums, the HBCA and the Manitoba Museum of

Man and Natwe are Mterested in preservingthe past In addition, they are interested
in enawraging the use oftheir holâirigs and creating a w a r m of the past and their
institutions. Many of the programming initiatives taken by these inçtitutions have
sucœeded in drawing many sectors of society to the HBCA and the MMMN.

However, museums have had more succes in establishing a wnnecüon with the
public due to an emphasis on their role as an educator, forma! integration of public
programming into their organizational Sbucture, and use of marketing. This argument
has been made by many archival sdiolars, such as lan Wilson.&
Thus, to a certain extent the MMMN's relationship with the community is

somewhat doser than that of the HBCA. This provides the HBCA with an
oppoituntty to enhance existing programs by engaging in institutional sharing with

the MMMN.m In estabiishing a stronger connection with the museum. opportuniaes
arise for both the HBCA and MMMN to broaden programming that highlights their
respective holdings. Programs could include exhibitions. conferences. publications
and activities involving various community groups. As well, the creation of a stronger
link between the HBCA and MMMN Web sites woutd allow these institutions to
begin to buitd a network devoted to the study of the fur trade and western and
northern Canadian history. The archives and the museum. as Beatüe points out,

already have a connection; however, there are clearly more opportunities to pursue.
ln a genaral sense, "in an era of inaeasing cornpetition for funding, professional
Ibid: 14.
lm Wlson, "Towards a Vision of Archival Services," A r c h i v a 3 1 (Winter 1990-91): 94.
"Museurns have been able to deat with such a use-level largely beccluse the experience they offer
the typical visitor is a pre planneô, highly structured one. Visitors are shown, or allowed to browse,
through defined exhibits. A limited number of items from the museum's holdings are selected.
placed in an interpretive context and otfered, with related tours or publications. to the public."
InSiMional sharing is a process by which organizations exchange ideas and share resources
(financial, technological and human) for the purpose of connecting with the communrty through

public programming.

staffing, and audiences, commumty meach progmms through partnershipsand

collaborations offer great pot8nfial for expanding the puMic dimension d hist-l
audiencesrn

In condusion. it is dear that the Web and other fortns of cornputer technology
offer many opportunit& for archives and their users to explore the recordecl traces

of the past Archival institutions. sudi as the Hudson's Bay Company Archives, are
mapping their part d the Web to allow users to chart a course for future researcti.
This has k e n accomplished in some respects through finding aids, image galleries

and the illustratedtour currentiy on the HBCA Web site. There are also many other

options for further enhancements which have been suggested. such as an interactive
virtual tour, online publicationsand educational kits. The HBCA is taking steps to
create new public outreadi opportunities and maintain its position among other
information provides using information technology. The archives is also maintaining
traditional outreach initiatives, by working mth the mmunity and furthering its
rdationship with other ailtual institutions such as aie Manitoba Mweum of Man and
Nature. Thus. Web initiatives, together with community-baseci programming, will
undoubtedly ensure awareness and exploration of the Hudson's Bay Company
Archives for many years to corne.

'' Raymond Schuck, William Gates and Terry Barnhart. "Outreach
Through Partnershipsand
.
.

a

Collaborations," in Histon,:
P r o m s for -S.
OrqapUafipns
ed. J.D. M i o n and Diane F. Britton (Malabar: Krieger PuMishing
Company, 1994)332.

Conclusion

The Hudson's Bay Company Archives has supplieâ res8archers with

primary source material peftaining to the Hudson's Bay Company and Canadian
history for many years. The archives has also been the subject of artides and

theses.These academic works have concentrateclon the history of the archives as a
whole and the organization of its records. This thesis focuses more on the HBCA's
public programmingfunction. This is an important topic because most archives must
examine and develop programming that will ensure that their holdings and services
remain in the public eye. They must m a t e awareness of m i r existence and an
attractive image within society, promote use, and engage in user education.

The evolution of the HBCA's public programming fundion has been just that.
a gradua1 development of a relationship between the archives and the public

through tours. exhibitions and publication programs. Whik the Hudson's Bay
Company has taken a more adive interest in the establishment d an archives than

many corporations. it did not immediately open its doors to those who wished to
examine its documents. Still, the company realized that it hakl a significan record of
Canadian history which gave it a duty to make the archives more accessible. The
HBC also dimvered that the archives was a great source of material for public

relations campagns.
The early development of public programming at the HBCA was influenceci

by the Company's reservations about allowing outsiders to examine its records and
the tension between HBC public relations and HBCA public programming. In the
first haîf d the twentieth œntury. the wmpany kept the general public at amis lmgth.

It deal with access raquests and attempted b create awarenesç through the
publication of selected archival documents and by allowing only accredited schaiars
to examine ttw records and tour the archives. In addition. public programming was

affected by the H E ' S interest in using its rich past as a public relations tool.
particularly with i?semployees and the business and social dites. The publicity

activities of the company Men confiictedmth or wershadowed the public

programrning effortsof the archives.
Atthough the archives always provided public prograrns. such as tours,

exhibitions and publications. these programs took on greater sgnificanœ by the late
twentieth century. Public programmingat the Hudson's Bay Company Archives
began to place more importance on attracüng users and edmaüng them in how to
use the archives. Staff positions were redefined in the 1960s, gMng public

programming a more prominent rde. As well, the company and archives welcomed
a more diverse and larger portion of the population to use the archives. In 1974,

when the HBCA rnoved into the Provincial Archives of Manitoba, many events
were organized that demonstrated the archives' willingness to welcome professional
and amateur researchersto examine the records.

Among the most important features c# the HBCA's wrrent public

programming initiatives are thetour program and the Web site. The tour program
has b e n an effecbve way for the archives to establish links with high xhool and
university students, as well as adult groups. Through the tour program. the
educational focus of public programming at the HBCA is evident. The archives uses
the tour as way to educate users on a variety of issues retating to archives suai as

the use of finding aids, the diversrty of the holdings and the nature of archival work.

The objective of user education is use of the archives that is made in a more

infonned manner. The Web site has also aided the HBCA in its public programming
efforts by infoning people all over the world about the collection and how to use it.
In addition. The Beaver magazine continues to be an ambasador for the HBCA

through its publicationof articles mat often draw on archival records.
The ongoing developrnent of the public programming function is important if

the HBCA, and archives in general. are to rernain relevant to society. in this regard
mmputer technology poses many opportunities and challenges for archives. While
archival instihnions are challenged to appraise and describe dectronic records,
cornputer technology presents great opportunities for public programming. Web
sites have already proven to be a valuable twl in reaching and educating users
98

through online exhibitions. tours and p u b i i c a ~Online
.
public programming
provides archives, such as the H E A . with a forum in which to faalitate further

desaiption of the records and archival work. In addion. archives may conünue to

nurture their puôîic prograrns thrmgh çbengtheningties with parallei instihioons such
as museums. The HBCA and the Manitoba Museum of Man and Nature (MMMN)
share the cornmon objective of prese~ng
the history of the HBC whether it be
through the record or arofact. This wmmonality provides many opportunitaies for joint
programming opportunities and sharing of resources and knowledge between
institutions. In the case of the HBCA and MMMN. Mis could lead to displays or
amputer teminals in plrMic areas that link one instiMion tD the other. joint exhibitions

and publications, as well as the establishment of a research network devoted to the

study of HBC.
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